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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
It was proposed by Glaser that if a chamber containing liquid  
hydrogen was subjected to a rapid expansion, then a charged par-
ticle passing through the chamber would leave behind it small 
bubbles withim-=thG liquid. Glaser later verified that a charged-
particle detector could be made to operate in this way. Thus in 
bubble chamber experiments a beam of high velocity particles of a 
certain type are allowed to enter the chamber, and these beam par-
ticles may then enter into nuclear reactions with the nuclei of 
the liquid in the chamber. The charged particles which may be 
produced as a result of these interactions also leave tracks show-
ing bow they moved relative to the laboratory coordinate system. 
In practice, the bubble chamber is placed in a strong magnetic 
field (17 K. gauss, is a typical value), so that charged particles 
are deflected by this field, the direction and amount of the deflec-
tion being dependent upon the charge and momentum of the particle 
respectively. By photographing the tracks (at a time in the bubble 
chamber operating cycle when the bubbles have attained a visible 
size), a permanent record of the interaction (event) is obtained. 
Often as many as four cameras are situated at different positions 
with respect to the chamber, thus providing four aspects of the 
saute event. 
In order to analyse the reactions, the film must firstly be 
'scanned' for events having a particular form, e.9, it may be that 
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events having tour final state charged particles are of interest, 
in which case the event would have tour prongs as its image. Neutral 
particles go undetected in the bubble chamber, but it quite often 
happens that the neutral particle decays into two oppositely charged 
particles and thus due to the motion of the parent neutral particle, 
the decay products leave bubble tracks in the form of a Vee'. Such 
'Vee& can often  be traced back to a primary event in the chamber, 
and in the scanning process are thus recorded, Similarly a charged 
final state particle may decay into a lighter particte of the same 
charge (with the emission of one or more neutral particles), and 
would appear on the scanning table as a ' kink' , a sudden change in 
bubble density, or both. These phenomena are also recorded by the 
the scanner in such a way that a complete description of the event 
is written in the form of a three digit topology, e.g. topology 
412 implies a tour prong event, one charged decay and two 'Vees' 
associated with the event. 
In this way the selected events can easily be identified on the 
film by the measurer, who begins the next stage of the analysis. 
The measuring process consists of recording the coordinate of 
several points along the tracks in the event, using at least two 
camera views (usually track points on three views are measured it 
possible). Measurements on each view of the fiducials (fixed points 
painted or scratched on the transparent wells of the chamber) provide 
the skew angle, film stretch or magnification corrections between the 
flews. If all this data is presented to the GEOMETRY programme in 
the correct form, a stereo-reconstruction of the event in space can 
often be made - successful reconstructions are stored on a magnetic 
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tape called the GEOMETRY library tape. This tape that forms the 
input to the KINEMATICS fitting prograe, which attempts to assign  
particle masses and momenta to the tracks of the event, and if 
successful within various conservation laws supplied to the pro-
gramme, will produce a hypothesis 'fit' to the event in question. 
It is evident that the measuring system plays a very signi-
ficant r8le in the analysis of bubble àbamber events, and Chapters 
2-4 inclusive describe the setting up of such a system in Edin-
burgh, using a Vanguard measuring machine. Several stages are 
required in a measuring system in order to produce data in a form 
suitable for processing by the GEOMETRY programme - these stages 
are shown schematically in Figs.l.l(a$: 1.?.'. 
In addition to producing track coordinates, the Vanguard 
system can also supply special character information (i.e. Roll-
frame number on the film, run number, erase symbols etc.) which is 
used to punctuate the coordinate stream. The whole of this Infor-
mation is normally transmitted by cable to the P.D.P.8 computer 
(the 'on-line' model where it is decoded and checked for validity 
a14/or accuracy and then stored on magnetic tape. If necessary the 
data can be output directly onto paper tape without any checks being 
performed (the 'off-line' mode), however this route is only employed 
as a last.resort. Data on the magnetic tape is eventually played 
back onto paper tape, and further processed in order to meet GEOMETRY 
input requirements. (From this point, data produced in the off-
line mode follows essentially the same route as data produced 
throagh the P.D.P.8 - see Figs. 1.1 and 1.2.) The large number 
of stages involved in the processing of the data is due to the 
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necessity of running GEOMETRY and KINEMATICS on the 360/44 computer 
in Glasgow. Many problemE in data handling and processing resulted 
from this complexity, particularly in reading and punching paper 
tape. At some time in the future it is hoped to eliminate the 
paper tape stages, and transfer the data directly from P.D.P.8 
magnetic tape to I.B.M. compatible 7-track magnetic tape. 
The P.D..P.8 computer employed in the measuring system was also 
required to perform on-line control of two other totally independent 
experiments - one experiment using the Departmental Wind Tunnel, 
and the other a Nuclear Physics. Pulse Height Analysis experiment. 
In order to operate this multiprogramming system efficiently, the 
P.D.P.8 was controlled by a programme called SUPERVISOR, written 
by Mr. S.T. Hayes in the Department of Natural Philosophy. The 
SUfl2VISOR programme handles all input/output data and provides 
various routines which can be called by the on-line user, (in 
partiCular the 'examine' routine, which allows the contents of any 
location to be examined and changed if necessary from the teletype 
keyboard - this is i particularly useful facility for on-line 
programming). For example, SUPERVISOR transfers the Incoming data 
from one of the three interfaces to the appropriate users pro- 
gramme, and also outputs data to the paper tape punch, the magnetic 
tape units or the Teletype as requested. Probably the most important 
function of SUPERVISOR is in allocating the use of the central 
processor to. the three users. 
The central processor requirements of the three on-line pro-
grammes are such that with efficient allocation, it is very unlikely 
that any user would be aware of a delay due to the execution of the 
other two programmes. This multiprogramming handling is done by 
keeping a queue of pointers to active programmes*' After running 
for not more than 1/tsOth sec., the execution of each programme is 
suspended, thus allowing the other programmes a chance to run 
(for not more than 1/l4Oth see, each). The original programme 
may then be reactivated at the point from which it was suspended. 
In effect, suspension causes a pointer to the programme to be 
placed at the end of a 'programme queue', and the programme at the 
head of the queue is then activated and allowed to run for not more 
than 1/40th see, 
The allocation is a little more complicated than described 
above, since a priority is given to the high data rate of the 
Pulse Height Analysis experiment. However this still results in 
noticeable delays occurring only very rarely. 
Measuring systems using a Vanguard machine and P.DJ..8 
computer are in existence at Liverpool and Oxford Universities, 
The possibility of employing the 'on-line' programmes used in these 
systems was considered. However since differences existed in the 
method of camznicating between the computer and the measuring 
machine operator (a --an ben r lists in 2nbur ac opposed to 
tl.-taMt 	 4n the other e-tabflthmentn), and also differences 
in the data route to be followed, it was felt that it would be easier 
to write a completely new programme rather than to greatly modify 
an existing one. 
Lastly in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 some aspects of the 1.45 GeV/c and 
1.65 0eV/c C -meson experiment in the deuteriun bubble chamber 
(C-a) are discussed. This experiment was the first bubble chamber 
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experiment to be embarked upon in Edinburgh, and the author fanned 
part of the original representation which joinedthe existing 
Birmingham-Glasgow-Imperial College collaboration in the Spring 
of 1967. At this time., all the planning of the experiment had 
been completed and in tact over half of the photographs had been 
taken at the Rutherford Laboratory. One of the main purposes of 
this C-a experiment was to study the centre of mass energy region 
.2030 MeV with a view to establishing the existence and spin-parity 
(3P) of the Z(2030) resonance. The neutron in the deuteron was 
to be:used as a target such that the En 	>(2030) >A' 
formation experiment could be studied. The preliminary results of 
this study have been published, however it must be pointed out 
that the Edinburgh contribution to this work was restricted mainly 
to data collection rather than to data analysis - due to our relative 
inexperience in these tatter techniques. 
The data from the K-d experiment has been used in this work 
to investigate the existence of a dibaryon resonance of mass about 
2130 MeV. SU3 predicts the existence of such states in a deculet 
(lo), where the deuteron occupies the I-spin singlet poattion. For 





In order to provide a more detailed description of the way 
in which data is generated and processed, it is convenient to 
discuss, in turn, each of the operations illustrated in Fig. 1.2, 
2.1 The Vanguard Measuring Machine 
2.1(1) 	Genera]. 
Plate 1 shows the Vanguard Measuring Machine, photographed 
from the rear, Measurements are made with the film mounted on a 
'measuring stage' which can be moved horizontally in the X and Y 
directions. However, the light path through the lens-mirror pro-
jection system does not change as the measuring stage moves (see 
Fig.. 2.1). Thus, the position of the fixed reticle image always 
coincides, with that part of the image which ties on the optical 
axis of the system. Measurements on a bubble chamber track, for 
example, are made by noting the position of the measuring stage 
when the track and the reticle image doiWide'sL::.Ilt.thi.& fly. ..... 
the image distortion produced as a result of the light passing 
through the lens or being reflected from the mirrors, has no bearing 
on the final accuracy of the measurement. This method of measure-
ment is called 'film plane' measurement and has the disadvantage 
that very small movements of the measuring stage have to be 
accurately determined. . In order to do this on the Vanguard Measuring 
Machine, a Moire fringe counting device is used. The first essential 
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(h) Film Transport assembly. 
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(called a 'scale grating') which is secured to a fixed part of the 
measuring stage by a specially machined spar, and extends over the 
distance within which the measurements are made. The Second element, 
a reading unit, consists of a small index grating together with a 
light source, a lens system and photo-sensitive elements. The 
index grating, having the same number of lines per unit length as 
the scale grating, is arranged with its line structure at a alight 
skew angle to that of the scale grating (see Fig. 2.2(a)), and such 
that a workin gap of about /lOOO" exists between the two gratings 
(see Fig,2.b, With this configuration of the two gratings, a Moir 
fringe pattern, as shown in Fig. 2.3( a), is set up, caused by the 
intersection of the lines of the gratings. The associated light 
source and lens system produces a beam of parallel light which is 
projected through the grating pair, such that a relative movement 
of one 'line' between the index and scale gratings causes the field 
to go through a complete cycle of light intensity as the fringe 
travels across it (see Fig. 2.3(a)), The variation in light in-. 
tensity of this field Is detected by the photosensitive element, 
and converted into fluctuations of electrical current. These 
electrical signals, which are approximately sinusoidal in form, 
Indicate the passage of each fringe and are used to provide a 
precise measurement of the relative displacement between the index 
and scale gratings. 
When the direction of travel of the index grating relative to 
the scale grating is changed then the direction of movement of the 
fringe pattern is also changed. Consequently if the photocells 
view two areas of the fringe pattern which are /2 out of phase 
rounting spar 
(L.) 
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with respect to the light intensity (say photocells 3 and L. in 
Fig. 2.3(b)) then the signals from the respective photosensitive. 
elements (3  and Li.) viewing these two areas of the field will have 
a quadrature phase relationship - Fig. 2.4. In this way a con-
tinuous stream of Information is obtained, which 18 then inter-
preted to give the relative displacement of the scale and Index 
grating (to the nearest 1  fringe width = 2.5 microns), the velocity 
of travel, and the direction of travel - the latter two quantities 
being derived from the signal frequency and the direction of phase 
rotation respectively. If the output signals from the two photo-
sensitive elements were applied to the X and Y plates of an 
oscilloscope, then a circular trace would be obtained as relative 
movement took place, each complete circle representing one grating 
line width, the smallest unit being one quarter circle which is 
equivalent to one quarter line width. The actual system in use is 
a little more sophisticated than the above description in the 
respect that the output from photocells 1 and 3 and from 2 and Li. 
are combined, forming two vectors which are 	out of phase. 
These vectors behave in essentially the same way as the signals 
from photosensitive elements 3 and Li. asotatlined above, but are 
more reliable with respect to variations in light source intensity 
and light transmission properties of the grating glass. 
The measuring stage on the Vanguard Machine is free to move 
in two mutually perpendicular directions, X and Y, and in order 
to measure X and Y coordinates, two sets of reading units and 
scale gratings are used (see Plate 1). The 'X' movement takes 
place between the 'X-traverse' and the measuring stage base and so 
02 	 2. 
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the scale grating and reading head are attached to these two res-
pectively for 'X measurements. However the Y movement takes 
place between the 'X.-traversd and the 'Y-traverse' and consequently 
the reading head and scale grating for 'Y' measurements are mounted 
on these two traverses respectively. 
21(1) Installing the Measuring Machine 
On arrival, the Measuring Machine was unpacked and manoeuvred 
into its present position, which 18 such that a large proportion 
of its weight is supported by a concrete floor, The measuring 
stage base was then made level by adjusting jacking screws between 
the machine base and the floor, thus ensuring correct movement of 
the 'X' and I Y I traverses. The Lamp Housing, Reel Arm. Assemblies 
and Aperture plate assembly were then mounted in position. In order 
to use film from either C.E.R.N, or the Rutherford Laboratory, 
replacement Film Reel Spindles were designed (see Plate i)  which 
were also suitable for both 50 m.m. and 70 m,m. film. The trans-
former tapping was adjusted to the 250v input terminals, such that 
output as used by the whole machine was slightly less than 120v 
at 50 Hz. The Vanguard Machine uses a pressure system in order to 
blow the film off the film gate during the film advance and so 
prevent the film being scratched. Also a vacuum system is employed 
to suck the film onto the gate during measurement and so prevent 
film slip. Pressure or vacuum is fed to the three film gates by 
three lengths of pressure tubing leading from valves mounted on the 
side of the machine. Contact with each gate separately can be made 
by depressing the appropriate 'select' button on the console, the 
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valve selected then transmits pressure or vacuum depending on 
whether the film is being advanced or not. Air pressure of 5-9 p.e.i. 
Is supplied to one side of the valves from a small pump (via a 
reservoir tank). In order to maintain the pressure supply in this 
region, the mains electricity supply to the pump is controlled by 
a pressure sensitive switch, which causes the pump to cease operat-
ing when a pressure of 9 p.si. 18 attained, and to start pumping 
when the pressure drops below 5 p.s.i. This ensures that during 
measurement (when air pressure is not being used) the pump is run 
only for very short periods in order to combat leakage, and hence 
reduce background noise to a minimum. In addition the reservoir 
ensures that pressure is immediately available should the operator 
wish to advance the film to some other frame. Vacuum is similarly 
supplied to the other aide of the valves by another pump which is run 
continuously, such that the pressure In the vacuum line is about 
27" Hg below atmospheric pressure. 
'Vith film mounted on the reel arms (passing correctly through 
the gates) and with all electrical plugs connected, the Vanguard 
was switched on. By selecting each film path in turn, the voltages 
on the film torque motors were checked to be within the limits set 
in the manufacturers specifications. The measuring stage was 
checked for correct movement, and the travel limiting microewitches 
for each of the 'X' and 'Y' directions were checked for correct 
operation. This latter check was very important since excess travel 
in the 'X' direction would cause the reel arms to collide with the 
machine chassis. 
At this point it was safe to mount the scale grating spars. 
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A check was made that over the whole travel in both the X and Y 
directions, each spar remained level to better than l/l000!, using 
a travelling microscope fixed to the measuring machine base. The 
scale gratings and reading units were then attached, and once again 
using the travelling microscope a uniform working gap of 
/1000" - 311000 01 was arranged between the scale and index gratings. 
This gap was checked in both 'X' and 'Y' directions using paper 
feeler gauges, to be within the above limits over the whole travel. 
The maximum traverse rate allowable over a grating pair having 
1000 lines per cm, and a 1 A fringe digit size (a 2 microns) is 
850 cm. per minute. This limit is set by the pulse resolution of 
the counters. The Vanguard conformed to these limits by having a 
maximum traverse rate of only 150 ems, per minute over the long (x) 
axis and 120 ems, per minute over the short () axis, 
At this stage r Ferranti Limited (riliger Electronics Division), 
provided two engineer's to set up the grating system with respect to 
the phase quadrature of the pulses from the photosensitive elements, 
and the light intensity and balance, in order to meet the input 
requirements of the counter units. 
2.2. 	The Read-Out System 
The first stage in the read—out system is a Ferranti (Huger) 
counter unit. The counters in this unit provide for a six digit 
octal coordinate in the X direction and a five digit octal coor-
dinate in the Y direction, each of these coordinates having a 
visual display on the counter chassis (see Plate 2). Since the 
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(e) & (C) Y and X counter displays respectively. 
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required in the measuring process, a re-setting facility was provided 
such that when this was operated the counters assumed the value 
(1100000)8 and (1109,000)8 respectively. These values were chosen 
such that during the process . of measuring a typical bubble chamber 
event, the counters remained within the ranges (0001,000)8 to 
and (009000)8 to 	 respectively. Hence the 
relative positions of points could bobtained by subtraction. 
The counters were checked for correct operation by moving the 
measuring stage such that the image of a datum point on a sample 
roll of film coincided with the reticle cross on the image screen, 
and then re-setting the counters • The measuring stage was then moved 
both slowly and quickly over its full travel, and on returning to 
the datum point, the counters agreed with the re-set values to 
within ± 1 or 2 counts for each axis. 
In addition to the standard counters, magnetic core store 
cards are included in the counter unit. These cards are used when 
the counter reading is recorded - a print-out sequence selector 
unit reads the contents of the core stores and transfers it to the 
appropriate recording device via an output power unit. then the 
order for a counting system was first placed with Ferranti, the 
recording device envisaged was an 8-track, 5-hole 'Creed' paper 
tape punch, and so the power unit had been designed with this in 
mind, i.e. the loads to be encountered in the output device were 
the activation coils of the punch (" 100 C2 each). Fjg. 1.2 shows 
a two way switch (see also Plate 2) connecting the measuring system 
with one of two possible output devices - the paper tape punch as 
mentioned above and the P.D.P.8 computer. With the switch in the 
P.D.P.8 position the power supply must operate in the same way as 
when supplying a paper tape punch. For this reason, a load 
simulating a punch, was built and placed in the circuit between 
the power supply and the P.D.P.8 interface, (See Figs. 2.5(a) 
and 2.5(b)). The octal coordinate values are transmitted to the 
output device by depressing any one of the three P.B.l buttons, 
one situated on the push-button panel, another close to the 
measuring stage control joystick on the Vanguard console and the 
third a recently introducied tootswiteh secured to the floor 
(P.B.l is a Ferranti pushbutton reference number). 
In addition to recording coordinates in a measuring system 
of this type it is convenient to be able to produce other infor- 
mation on the paper tape. In the context of bubble chamber analysis 
this information may take the form of event and view identification 
for example. Many other characters interspersed in the coordinate 
stream are also required if the system is to be used in a useful 
'on-line' mode. Hence Ferrenti supplied a push button panel which 
generated (via the power supply) special character punched hole 
patterns on the paper tape (see Fig. 1.2 and Plate 3) in order that 
these characters may then be identified by a computer programme at 
some later stage, and the appropriate action performed on the data 
stream. (In order to satisfy the input requirements of the 
GEOM1'PRY programme,) These single characters may be loaded by pr-
ing the appropriate button on the panel. however, in addition a 
'set' of information consisting of, for example, frame number, 
event number, measurement number, event topology etc. may all be 
loaded simultaneously by first setting up these numbers in a pre-
arranged format on the twelve decade switches on the panel, pre- 
fixing these twelve digits by a special character ( > or = ) 
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situated in the same illuminated, array and then pressing P.B.2. 
(This is also a Ferranti push button reference number.) In this 
way the codes corresponding to each of the thirteen characters 
would be sequentially transmitted to the interface or punch. The 
number and choice of characters was based on the minimum require-
ments suggested by Burren and Sparrow(2)Each  of these charac-
ters is listed and explained in a little more detail in Fig. 3,1 
their use will be discussed in Chapter 3 with reference to pro-
grmming considerations, especially in the 'on-line' mode. 
2.2(1) 	The Operation of the Ferranti Counter Unit 
The counter consists of two sets of counting stages - one Bet 
to record movement in the X direction and similarly, the other 
set for the Y direction. The set for the X direction consists 
of six stages and that for the Y direction of five stages. Con-
sidering, as a convenient example, the operation of the Y system 
under 'forward' movement of the measuring stage, then a series of 
input pulses are supplied to the first of the five stages as the 
measuring stage is moved. ithin each counting stage (octade) there 
are eight elements corresponding to a code representing the digits 
0, 1 9 2, 3, Li., 5, 6 and 79 and connected to each element is a mag-
netic core store. Hence with the counters zeroed by the manual 
re-set facility (see earlier) the first pulse is received by the 
1 0' element in the first stage and since this is already set, it 
passes the pulse onto the '1' element, causing an output from this 
'1' element to light a visual display corresponding to the digit 
'1' and extinguish the previous '0'. In addition the corresponding 
core store changes are also made, namely, the store corresponding 
to the 2 0' element in the first stage is returned to its original 
magnetic state, whilst the store corresponding to the '1' element 
changes to a new magnetic state, i.e. in any counting stage only 
one element of the octade is set at any particular time. Similarly 
the next pulse to arrive from the measuring heads is delivered to 
the '1' element, where it causes this element to be re-set and is 
then passed on to the 0 2' element. Hence the digit '2' is displayed 
and the corresponding magnetic core store changes are made, when 
the eighth pulse is received by this first stage, then this causes 
the digit '7' to be extinguished and the digit 1 0' to be 
illuminated (similarly the core stores), and in addition a 'carry' 
pulse is generated which changes the reading of the second stage 
from 1 0' to '1', i.e. by setting the '1' element of this stage. 
As an example, if the counter contained the value (40,007)89 then 
the next input pulse received, as a result of the forward movement 
of the measuring stage, would cause the counter to display the 
value (40,010) 5 . In the cases where the measuring stage Is moved 
'backwards' the direction of phase rotation of the signals from 
the photocells is sensed by the counter unit, and then used to 
decrement the counter reading rather than increment it as described 
above. In this way, then, the Y coordinates (and similarly the 
X coordinates) of position are displayed and stored In octal form. 
The other major components of the read-out system are listed below - 
a brief summary of their function and mode of operation is given in 
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The Write Monostable Circuit 
This monostab].e is indirectly caused to change state and so 
produce an output 'write' pulse (ov to - 6v) when the coordinate 
record button (P.B.i) is depressed. After sensing the re-setting 
of the character shift register (c.s.R,) cards (see (d) later), 
this pulse is applied to a read nionostable circuit which in turn 
outputs a 'read pulse. 
The Magnetic Core $tore Cards 
The purpose of these cards, as illustrated previously, was to 
store the counter values and make these values available for print-
out, i.e. readable. '.-ihen the read pulse is applied to the core 
store circuit then an output pulse is obtained from those core 
stores magnetized in one state and no pulse is obtained from stores 
magnetized in the other state. 
The Core sensing Card 
This card contains eight stages (0-7 inclusive) which amplify 
and monostable the pulses poked up when the magnetic cores are 
read. Each set of eight cores are 'read' in turn due to the 
operation of this card, during one complete 'record' operation. 
(Each of the eight cores of a particular set corresponds to a 
different octal digit.) After each core sensing operation, the 
magnetic core stores are returned to the same state as that prior 
to being read. 
The Character Shift Register (c.s,R.) Cards 
There are two such cards which are in fact modified counter 
stages (octad.ea), and these determine the sequence in which the 
-18— 
digits of a displayed coordinate are read and recorded. For 
example, if the read pulse is applied to the first element in the 
first of the two cards then this action causes the x6 value to be 
recorded (where x6 is the first digit of the six digit X coor-
dinate x6 X5 XLI. X3 X2 xi.) Applying the read pulse to the 
second element causes the X5 digit to be recorded etc. The other 
C.S.R. card similarly determines the recording sequence of the five 
digit Y coordinate, Y5 YLI. Y3 Y2 Yl. 
When the 'read' input pulse first appears, the C,S.R, cards 
have already been re—set such that this pulse may be handed from 
the first element of the first card to the second element of the 
first card etc., and eventually to the sixth element. (The latter 
governs the recording of the XI digit) - the output from the 
seventh and eighth elements cause the character code 'space' - 
'space' to be generated when applied directly to the 'encoder' 
(see (e) later). In addition a 'carry' pulse is generated by the 
eighth element. This pulse is used to re—set the second C.S.R. 
card such that the 'read' pulse can be handed from the first element 
of this card to the second element etc., up to the fifth element. 
(The latter similarly governs the recording of the Yl digit.) 
The remaining three elements in this second octade are used to 
generate (via the encoder) the codes 'space' -  'space' -, space', 
or for every fourth recording of a coordinate pair they are used 
to generate the 'space' - 'carriage return (C/R)' - 'line feed 
(LIP)' codes respectively. Hence the print-out sequence produced 
by the counter unit on pressing P.13.1 four times is as shown:- 
_19- 
X6 X5 XLi X3 X2 Xl 8? 3? Y5 YLI. Y3 Y2 Yl SF Si' Si' 
x6 X5 XLi X3 X2 Xl SP SP Y5 YLi.  Y3 Y2 yl sp si' SP 
x6 X5 XL X3 X2 Xl SF SF Y5 Y- Y3 Y2 Yl sp sp sp 
x6 X5 xL Y3 X2 Xl SP 8? Y5 YLI. Y3 Y2 Y]. si' C/R 14/F 
A separate tour element 'Tetrade' card counts the number of times 
a coordinate is recorded and so arranges the C/R and LIP characters 
to be supplied at the correct time by the O/R - L/F Card (via the 
encoder). 
The Encoder Car 
These cards are used to interpret the pulses produced when the 
magnetic core stores are read (i.e. a coordinate reading) and also 
to interpret the pulses produced as a result of pressing one of the 
buttons on the special character panel. After interpretation, the 
encoder cards provide OV to - 24W pulse combinations on five out-
put terminals (Pin numbers 1-5 inc., Fig, 2.7). For example the 
code corresponding to digit '1' would cause voltage levels of 
CV to be applied to pin '1' and -24V to be applied to pins 2-5 
inclusive., for a period of 4.5 m,sec. (via the Staticisor card, 
see (f) below). 
The Staticisor card 
This unit is a five bit bistable register, where each bit 
corresponds to one of the five code output terminals shown in 
Fig. 2.7. The output pulses from the encoder cause these bistable 
elements either to be re-set or remain set, hence the staticisor 
-20- 
acts as an output buffer for the code pulses. 
(g) Solenoid Driver 
As its name suggests the solenoid driver is a power 
amplifier. It supplies a six channel output for the five code 
wires plus the 'feed' wire - pins 1, 2, 3, Li., 5, and 9 respectively 
at SK3 (see Fig. 2.7) in order to operate the punching mechanism of 
the paper tape punch. 
(Ii) Thee1etYDe atrQbe MOrtQstpble (TSM) and the Teletype Strobe 
Bistable (TSB) 
These two components are used to trigger and control the punch-
ing operation. 
When the punch is switched on a synchronisation 	 pulse 
is generated on each revolution of the motor (i.e. 70 to 100 c/a), 
which attempts to re-set the TSB. Nothing happens, therefore, 
until the TSB is first set, which occurs when a character is 
loaded into the Staticisor. The next 'sync' pulse re-sets the TSB, 
such that the corresponding output pulse generates a 45 m.sec. 
'feed' pulse. This is amplified in the sixth channel of the 
Solenoid Driver to drive the feed solenoid of the punch and also 
gates the Staticisor levels into the remaining five channels, 
providing 4.5 xn.seo, output pulses corresponding to the code bits 
set. The resetting of the TSM clears the Staticisor and fetches 
another character if a sequence Is being read, or re-enables the 
push buttons otherwise. 
-'21- 
2.3 The MeaBuring System - P.D.P8 Interface 
As was stated previously, the intention was not to modify 
the Ferranti electronics when the machine was used in the 'on line' 
mode to the P.DIP.8 computer, but to simulate a paper tape punch 
as the output to the readout system. The purpose of an 'on line' 
system is to increase measuring efficiency - this is done by 
crudely examining the data stream for correct context (usually 
determined by the special characters) so that the event overall 
makes some sense, and also examining the measurements for accuracy 
(e.g. fiducials are compared with set values, and track points must 
lie roughly on a circle). In order to communicate with the machine 
operator a set of seven lights connect the computer with the measur-
ing machine console. These lights consist of one 'accept' light 
(yellow) and six 'fault' lights (red) - the appropriate action 
being taken by the operator depending on which light is lit (see 
Chapter 3), Fig. 2.7 shows the circuit constructed to simulate 
the punch along with the 'lights' circuit - both circuits connect 
with the interface. The circuit diagrams of the interfacing are 
shown in Pigs. 2.8 0 2.9 and 2.10 and the relevant symbols are 
explained in Fig. 2.11. Illumination of the lights is controlled 
by the biatable circuits In Fig. 2.9, whilst the Information set 
by 'WD' (the P.D.P.8 'on-line' programme) governing which of the 
lamps is to be lit, Is stored in the binary accumulator (BAC) bits 
9-11, also in Fig. 2.9. Suppose that WEED required red lamp 3 to 
be lit (wrong data, Fig. 2.10), then the accumulator bits 9-11 
would have the following voltage levels BAC9 (-3v), BAC 10 (Ground), 
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BAG 11 (Ground) - corresponding to the code 0 x 22 + 1 x 21 + 1 x 2° 
3 (see Fig. 2.9). The input-output transfer (lOT) pulse 6371 
would also be generated, thus gating these voltage levels onto the 
bistable circuits P21, and E20. The lamp selection circuits in 
Fig. 2.10 use different combinations of the output terminals of the 
above biatable circuits, and for red lamp 3 the combination E20T, 
E203 and F21H must all be negative (-.3V). This is in fact the case 
with the code 3 in the BAC bits 9-11 since the bistable F21 assumes 
the reverse state to that shown in Pig. 2.9 as a result of the -3V 
level from BAC 9 being applied, whilst the two E20 bistables remain 
unchanged by the applied ground levels. Similarly, the yellow light 
is operated with the code 7 in the BAG bits which along with lOT 
6371 (also a negative pulse) gates the input to F21, allowing ground 
onto the right hand input of P21, thus making the output terminals 
P218 and F21T positive and negative respectively. (Fig. 2.9). The 
positive (or ground) P218 allows a -3V level to be generated by the 
inverter in Fig. 2.10, and to be transmitted to the input 7) of the 
lamp driver circuits (Fig. 2.12) situated in the Ferranti cabinet 
beside the measuring machine.. 
The lamp driver circuits in Fig. 2.12 operate as follows. 
With A ground (i.e. the lamp is not required to be lit) then D 
(and therefore the base, H) are at '' +l.Li.V since each of the two 
diodes drop '\-' 0.7V. This positive bias is sufficient to prevent 
the transistor conducting. However when the lamp is selected, A 
becomes - 3'), and consequently the potential at the base is now 
- 1.6V. This is sufficient to allow the transistor to conduct, 
and since in this state the transistor has a very low resistance, 
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the lamp is effectively driven with a 15V potential difference 
across the terminals. As an example then, when -3V  is applied to 
A(7), this causes the yellow light to be illuminated. The 10\ .-15V 
and OV supplies are all taken from power terminals available in the 
Ferranti counter unit. 
This method of lighting the lamps was chosen, rather than 
obtaining power from the P.D.P.8, in order to reduce pick-up on 
the other wires in the cable as a result of current surge whilst 
attaining the 15V required by the bulbs. 
To illustrate the operation of the interface it is convenient 
to describe a typical sequence of events. One consequence of 
loading the on-line programme 'WEED' (see Chapter 3) into the 
P.D.P.8 is to clear the input buffers and illuminate the yellow 
light. The yellow light is a signal to the operator that the 
prograirm is now ready to receive data, however in order to 
simulate a paper tape punch, the interface must now supply 
'sync' pulses (see earlier). This is done by way of the negative 
pulse lOT 6362 acting upon the clock-enable circuit (E18, Fig. 2.8) 
causing the gate from the clock (P18) to be opened. The clock is 
a continuously running multivibrator generating -3V to ground 
pulses whose frequency may be altered within the range 10 - 100 
c.p.s. These pulses are lengthened to "-' 2 m.seo. by the pulse 
lengthener circuit and are finally amplified to the required 
- 6v to oV (i.e. positive going pulse from the - 6V level) at E19. 
These then provide the sync pulses which are transmitted to the 
measuring system (counter unit) without further amplification. If 
either of the sequence record buttons (p.B.1 or P.B.2) are now 
pressed, a feed pulse and the code pulses corresponding to the 
first character in the sequence are now transmitted simultaneously 
to the interface. These are received at P23, Fig. 2.8 and 
immediately suffer a voltage level drop to around 3V as a 
result of passing through the diodes. These positive going pulses 
are then received by the inverter circuits such that for the 4,5 
m.sec. duration of the pulse a ground potential is output to the 
gates corresponding to the code bits set, or into the pulse shaper 
in the case of the feed pulse. The leading edge of the modified 
feed pulse is immediately used to re—set (i.e. assume contents of 
'0') the data buffers (DB.l - DB.5), whilst the whole pulse gates 
ground potential through a 2 millisecond delay, generating a 
Positive going 3V to OV 'strobe' pulse. The code voltage levels 
are therefore waiting at the gate inputs to the data buffers when 
the strobe pulse arrives to perform the gating operation. In this 
way the output terminals of the data buffers are either set or 
unaltered depending on whether the corresponding code bit was or 
was not set. The required code is now safely held in the buffers 
and awaits further instruction. Meanwhile the strobe pulse is 
applied to the clock—enable circuit, a change of state results and 
the output gate from the clock is closed - thus the sync pulse is 
interrupted and no more data can be transmitted from the measuring 
machine. This action protects the contents of the data buffers 
against being overwritten by a subsequent code, before the initial 
one has been read into the computer. The strobe pulse also activates 
the flag circuit, effectively raising the measuring system flag to 
the SUPERVISOR programme (see Chapter 1) indicating that the data 
buffers contain information to be passed to the programme WEED. 
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when SUPERVISOR is ready, in that other on-line users of the 
P.D.P.8 will not interfere with the data transfer process, lOT 6362 
and lOT 6361 are generated, the former allowing the data through into 
the computer whilst the latter, with the flag already raised, 
executes the 'skip' instruction in the SUPERVISOR programme causing 
the data to be made available to WEED. When the data transfer is 
complete, lOT 6364 is applied to the flag circuit and flag is 
lowered. 
Since the data has now been read, more data can be loaded into 
the buffers and therefore lOT 6362 is also used to regenerate the 
sync pulses by being applied to the clock-enable circuit. Thus the 
next character of the sequence will be sent as soon as the sync 
pulse is received by the Teletype Strobe Bistable (Section 2.2.( i), 
(11)) or if initially a single character button had been pressed, 
then the push button would be re-enabled. 
In this way data is fed into the P.D.P.8 and WEED reacts 
favourably or otherwise by causing either the yellow light or one 
of the red lights to be illuminated as described earlier. 
-26- 
CNAPTER 3 
3,1 Introduction to the On-line Measuring Scheme 
It should be borne in mind that insufficient money was available 
in the first instance for a teletype link to the P.D.P.8 to be 
included in the measuring system. This would have been the ideal 
form of communication, however the system of six red (fault) lights 
and one yellow (accept) light mentioned previously has exceeded all 
expectations both in reliability and also in operational efficiency. 
In the on-line mode, each fragment of information transmitted is 
processed by the P.D.P.8 programme WEED, and checked to see if it 
is allowed within the context of previous data. (The term 'frag-
ment' is used to describe the smallest complete unit of data that 
can be generated. For example, the set of thirteen elements within 
an event heading, the view heading '+' followed by digits 1, 2, or 
3 (e.g. '+2'), the end track symbol '/' or a coordinate pair are 
all referred to as data fragments.) The yellow light, when 
illuminated, indicates that the computer is ready to receive the 
next fragment in the measuring sequence. If one of the fault 
lights is lit, then this implies that a fault has been found with 
the preceding fragment or information block, and the particular 
fault light illuminated gives an indication of the cause of the 
fault. If all the lights are off, excepting hardware faults, then 
this implies that the information last transmitted has not yet been 
processed, and the operator should not touch any of the buttons 
until the processing is completed, i.e. until either the yellow 
light or one of the red lights appears. In order to facilitate 
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the description of the measuring scheme, it is convenient first of 
all to discuss some of the characters listed in Fig. 3.1. 
3.2 TAe Headings 
The three characters t=1, 	 and'+' with decimal equivalent 
code values 18 9 19 and 20 are used to precede Tape or Measurement 
data, Event data and view number respectively. The format of 
these headings is as shown:- 
Tape Heading. 	This contains the tape number (4 decimal digits 
in the range 1000 to 1999), the experiment number (2 digits), the 
machine number (1. digit), five blanks (unused) and Is preceded by the 
character, i.e. the format is therefore:- 
=, Tape (Li.), Exp. No. (2), Mach—No (i), Blanks (5). 
This information is set up on the decade switches situated on the 
Ferranti special character panel, and loaded by pressing push—button 
PB.2. The tape number is required by WEED, when time—sharing on the 
P.D.P.8 is in operation, in order to index the measuring machine 
output data stored on Dectape (Magnetic Tape). Hence, when this 
index is addressed at the Playback stage (i.e. data read from the 
magnetic tape and output in paper tape form), only data relevant to 
the measuring machine is output. The experiment number and machine 
number however are optional Input data to GEOMETRY. The complete 
tape heading Is the first piece of information Bent to WEED after 
loading the programme. 
Measurement Heading. This is the next fragment after the tape 
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the prefix '=' is used - the measurement heading format being:-. 
= , Date (2, 2, 2), Measurer (2), Ro.]. number (14). 
The meaning of this data is almost self-explanatory. The date is 
supplied as day, month, year, the measurer identification by a two 
digit code number and the number of the half-roll (Ar3) being 
measured entered in the last four decade positions, e.g. Roll 
number 806B would be set up as 8062 etc. The measurement heading 
may also be loaded in the middle of a 'WEED' run, providing it 
follows immediately after a completed event (otherwise WED would 
illuminate fault light 3, wrong data, as soon as it saw the '=', 
and the operator would then have to press the appropriate erase 
in order to return to status quo). This action of loading a new 
measurement heading would be necessary if, for example, another 
measurer was taking over control, or if the roll had been changed. 
(c) Event Heading. 	This is the only other data to be loaded 
via the decade switches and PB.2. The format is:- 
> , Frame No. (Li-), Event No. (1), Measurement No. (i), 
Topology (5), Blank (1). 
The frame number for most experiments lies in the range 000]. 
to 1500 (the 'A' half-roll from 0001 to 0750 and the 'B' half-roll 
from 0751 to 1500 approximately - 750 exposures provide a convenient 
length of film for the purposes of handling.) Often there may be 
more than one event on each frame, hence an event number is used. 
Events which fail GEOMETRY are returned to be remeasured (repeated 
failures may even go through a third measurement) in order to obtain 
• GEOMETRY pass. To distinguish between these separate measurements 
• measurement number is therefore required. Finally, the five digit 
-29- 
topology is just an extended version of the form used in most 
Bubble Chamber Film Analysis Laboratories - the use of each of the 
digits is shown below. 
Topology (].) 	the number of tracks from the primary 
vertex which stop in the chamber, 
Topology (2) 	- the number of charged primary tracks 
leaving the principle interaction vertex 
(excluding the beam track) 
Topology (3) 	- the number of charged primary tracks 
which subsequently decay in the chamber, 
Topology (Li.) 	- the number of neutral decays into two 
charged tracks ('Vees') associated with 
any vertex in the event. 
Topology (5) 	- the number of charged primary tracks which 
suffer a scatter (these events are usually 
characterised by a recoil track at the 
scatter vertex). 
(d) View Heading. 	This consists of the + symbol followed by one 
of the single digits 1, 2 or 3 - representing views 1, 2 or 3 
respectively, and Is loaded from the single character buttons on 
the Ferranti panel. 
3.3 The Fragment Delimetera 
(a) coordinate Delimeter - code 7 in Fig. 3.1. 
This character is used to prefix a coordinate pair and there-
fore occurs in between each successive coordinate in the output data 
stream from the computer (as would be the case when a track is being 
measured). However, it cannot be loaded independently, but is 
generated by WEED only when a coordinate is being transmitted 
(see later). 
(b) General Fragment Delimeter - code 0, or space in Fig. 3.1. 
This is also generated by WEED and separates any complete 
fragment in the output data stream other than a coordinate pair. 
3.4 The Terminators 
This is a collective name for the series of four characters 
from 'end tape' (ENDTP) to tend track' (EN]YrK) decimal equivalent 
code 21 to 24 inclusive (see Fig. 3.1). Since they are all single 
character format, the names 'end tape', 'end event', 'end view' and 
'end track' are sufficient to describe their function - these 
characters terminate and therefore punctuate complete sets of data 
(event, view, etc.). 'End tape' is the only character which requires 
any form of explanation. It is not an end of tape marker, as 
encountered in computer terminology (meaning the end of a data set 
on a length of magnetic tape), but is used if for any reason a new 
tape heading (or a dummy, = 000000000000, in the case of signing-
off procedure - see later) is required to be loaded. It may only 
be used (without fault) after 'end event'. 
3.5 The Erase Character 
These are the set of characters from 'erase fragment' through 
to 'erase event' (decimal values 27 to 30 inclusive), and are once 
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again almost self-explanatory. If terase fragment' (ERSFR - 
oharactor code 'P') appeared in the output data stream, then the 
Implication would be to ignore all data preceding this symbol as 
tsP back as the last fragment delimeter (see Section 3.3). The 
data between the erase and the delimeter may be a 'standard' frag-
ment, a fragment plus fault light symbol, or a fragment plus a 
mixture of fault lights and other erases • For example consider 
sp/B40000004000OB3776l6O25532P sp •... etc. 
B3636120322115p/sp4JPB401126041L$42 etc. 
B363642032211sp/ap+JQPB4011260414142 etc. 
In (a) the 'erase fragment' character implies that the coordinate 
and its delimeter, B3776160255329 is to be ignored, whilst in 
(b) and (o) the 'ep +' (view heading and its preceding delimeter) 
is to be ignored. 'Erase event' in the data stream would imply 
that all data between that point and the previous event heading 
inclusive, is to be disregarded. Similarly for 'erase view' and 
'erase track'. Erase symbols may be used at any point in the 
measuring scheme, provided that it is in accordance with the 
context of the previous data. For example pressing the 'erase 
view' button immediately after the event heading, i.e* before any 
of the views have been started would not be allowed. (This action 
would produce fault light 1, wrong character, and 'erase fragment' 
would then be necessary to remove the fault light.) 
By comparing each of the three examples of the use of 'erase 
fragment', (a), (b) and (c) above, it will be noticed that in (b) 
'era-se fragment' follows immediately after fault light 1 (character 
code assignment 'J' - Fig. 3.1) because for some reason WEED 
objected to this last fragment as opposed to the case in (a) 
where the operator decided that the last coordinate was wrong. 
However in ease (c) 'erase track' (Q) was loaded after the fault 
light, and since this is an invalid erase for removing the fault 
light, it has no effect (see later). These examples illustrate 
the two modes of operation in which erases may appear - normal 
mode (case (a)) and fault mode (cases (b) and (c)). The rules 
governing how erases may be used in fault mode will be dealt with 
later (Section 3.7). 
36 Special Characters 
These are the remaining characters available on the push 
button panel - 'Stop label', 'scatter label', 'Begin comment', 
'Go anyway' and 'shorten track'. The 'stop' and 'scatter' labels 
are added after the coordinate of the stop or scatter vertex has 
been loaded and provide information to the GEOMETRY prograxine. 
'Begin comment' Is used in two ways:- 
Singly, after the last coordinate of a decaying or 
scattering track, to inform GEOMETRY that this track connects two 
vertices (the primary vertex and the decay or scatter vertex), and 
Preceding a digit, e.g. 03, which implies that a view 
is not measurable for reason 1 3' (see later). 
The 'go anyway' symbol was designed to provide either a means 
of returning from fault mode to normal mode if all else failed or 
to allow the operator to over-ride 'WED' • If the system Is working 
correctly, neither of these operations should be required, however. 
This symbol has recently been recalled for terminating WEED at the 
end of a view (see 3.7 (vi)). 
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The last character, 'shorten track' is used when at the end 
of a track the 'circle fit' routine of WEED rejects the track, 
(Fault light 2 - Bad measurement). Successive coordinates may be 
removed from the end of the track until a fit is obtained (i.e. 
when fault light 2 is replaced by the yellow light). However if 
the track requires shortening more than twice, it is advisable 
to erase the track and begin measuring it again. 
3,7 The On-line Measuring Procedure 
With these available characters a measuring scheme has been 
developed. 
3.7,(i) On-line Starting Procedure. As soon as the yellow light 
appears after 'WEED'has been loaded into the P.D.P.8, entry into 
the measuring scheme is initiated by loading the 'tape heading' 
(see 3.2( a)). This heading is usually loaded only when the 
measuring machine is initially switched on, and not when one 
measurer takes over from another, 
	
3,7,(ii) 	chift-starting Procedure, This entails loading the 
measurement heading (see :5.2(b)), and always follows the 'tape 
heading' above. However after a completed event, the 'measurement 
heading' may be loaded when the measurer or the half-roll of film 
is changed. 
3.7,(111) 	vent Measuring. The 'event heading' is set up on 
the decade switches and loaded by pressing PB.2 (see 3.2(c)), It 
is most important that the topology be loaded correctly, since many 
parts of the event sequence are checked against this (e.g. number of 
tracks in the event, end labels of tracks, etc.). 
The first 'view heading' is now transmitted, +1, by 
pressing these two single character buttons in sequence. This 
indicates to the programme that view one is about to be measured. 
The measurements to be made for each event are detailed below 
A coordinate is loaded by pressing PB.1, and this represents the 
position (relative) of the point on fi].rn image which coincides with 
the centre of the illuminated reticle cross on the screen. 
Measuring the Fiducials. This must be done in the order 
depicted in Pig. 3.2 - ensuring that the fiducials are measured quick-
ly and in the same order on all views. Although Fig. 3.2 shows only 
view 1, these five fiducials are easily identified on the other two 
views since only the relative position of fiducial 5 changes. (This 
fiducial is situated on the top face of the chamber (i.e. nearest the 
camera) whilst the other four are on the bottom face. Hence the 
stereoscopic effect is observed upon changing views.) The 'end 
track' symbol '/' must then be sent to indicate that fiducial 
measurements are complete. 
Measuring the Vertices. As for the fiducials the order 
of measurement must be the same on each view and hence a prescribed 
measuring sequence for the vertices is adopted:- 
Primary vertex 
Stop vertices - each one followed by a 'stop vertex label' 
Decay vertices 
(t) Scatter vertices - each one followed by a 'scatter vertex 
label' 
(5) Vee vertices. 
If there is more than one vertex of the same category, then 
PIG '.2 
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they should be measured in a clockwise order on view one, and the 
corresponding order on views two and three. The 'end track' symbol 
is used to indicate that all the vertices have been measured. 
(d) Track Measuring. The tracks must also be measured in the 
same order on all views, this order being:- 
The beam track - measured away from the primary vertex 
(i.e. 'backwards') to the point of entry into the chamber 
if possible. 
Primary tracks without secondary vertices - measured away 
from the primary vertex to the point of exit from the 
chamber. In some cases, the particles responsible for 
these tracks may have caused further interactions with 
the material in the chamber, and so measurements are not 
continued past this point. 
Primary stopping tracks - measured from the primary vertex 
to the stop vertex with the 'begin comment' symbol 'C' 
inserted immediately before 'end track'. 
(ti.) Primary decaying tracks - measured in the direction primary 
vertex - decay vertex, with 5gjfl  comment' inserted 
immediately before the 'end track' character, The secondary 
track from this decay vertex Is then measured with the same 
limitations as for primary tracks in (2) above. 
Primary scattering tracks measured in exactly the same 
way as decaying tracks. (The recoil track, even if clearly 
visible, Is not measured.) 
Vee tracks - measured away from their secondary vertex up 
to the point of exit or further interaction. 
After completing each track, the 'end track' character is trans-
initted. Very often more than one track of the same type occurs 
in an event, and hence these tracks are measured in a clockwise 
order on view one, and in the corresponding order on views two and 
three. Two examples of track and vertex measuring order are shown 
in Fig. 3.3. A summarised version of the on-line measuring pro-
cedure is given in Appendix I - this is similar to a notice 
attached to the measuring machine for easy reference by the 
operators. 
	
3.7 iv) 	'Missing Views' 	Occasionally a view may be missing from 
the point of view of measurement. For example the film image may be 
too faint to allow reasonable measurement to be made, or the camera 
mechanism may not have wound the film onto the next frame correctly 
when the run was being made, etc. Provision has been made in the 
measuring scheme for such cases, such that after this view heading 
the operator bade 'begin comment', 0 1, followed by a digit depend-
jug on the reason for the view being unmeasurab].e, and then lend  
view'. A provisional code for the missing view reason Is:- 
Cl - The frame does not exist on this view 
02 - The film image is too faint 
03 - Vertices and/or tracks are obscured by other tracks 
CLI. - Other reasons (e.g. film torn or badly scratched, etc.). 
The view Is then terminated by 'end view', e.g. 
V 
+2 
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3.7,(v) Unmeasurable Events. If, after loading the 'event 
heading', an event is found to be unmeasurable for any reason, 
two courses, of action are open to the operator. Firstly, the 
heading may be erased by using erase event' or 'erase fragment', 
or secondly a 'comment and digit t code, followed by 'end 
may be sent. The two codes available at present are:- 
06 M. the event cannot be found 
C7 - more than one view is missing. 
In any case, a comment should also be entered in the measure 
list (i.e. the list of events to be measured) pointing out that the 
event has not been measured, 
3.7.(vi) signing-off Procedure. In order to terminate a period 
of on-line work, following the completion of an event, the 'end 







Provision has also been made for signing-off after the end of 
a view, since this is very often convenient. To do this, 'end tape' 
is loaded immediately after 'end view' (also producing fault light 
I t 'wrong characters)  followed by 'goanyway', i.e.:- 
V 	(ENDvw) 
) j (F]yrp.. WROCH) 
X 	(ao-) 
This slight degree of complexity helps to ensure that the 
operator will not sign-off accidently at the end of a view. 
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3.7.(vii) Procedure for Removing au1t Lights. As a result of 
the on-line checking by WEED any one of the seven lights may be 
illuminated. The subsequent remedial action necessary by the 
operator depends on the circumstances which gave rise to the 
fault, and so the complete range of possibilities is given here 
for each fault. 
(i) Fault light 1 - 'Wrong character'. This fault arises 
whenever a character is interpreted by WEED to be totally out of 
context. This will happen principally as a result of any of the 
following checks:- 
Number of Fiducials (pre-set to 5) 
Number of Vertices (calculated from the topology) 
Number of Views (pre-set to 3) 
Remedy - ' Erase fragment', followed by the correction. 
(2) Fault light 2 	'Bad Measurement' • This light may appear 
in three different contexts, in each case the appropriate remedies 
are given. 
In measuring the fiducials, possibly the wrong 
fiducial has been measured, the order of measuring 
the fiducials was incorrect, or a very bad measurement 
of the correct fiducial has been made. 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed by correction, 
After completing track measurements (i.e. the end 
track character has been Bent) the circle fit routine 
in WEED finds that within the allowable errors no 
unique circle fits all the track points. 
Remedy - 'Erase track', followed by re-measurement of 
the track, 'shorten track' followed by 'end 
track' (this may still give the fault light), 
or 'go-anyway' followed by measurement of the 
next track. 
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(c) The remeasured first fiducial does not agree with 
original measurement of (400,000, 40,000) within 
the errors set. This inuicates either a genuine bad 
measurement of this point, or that the film may have 
slipped during the course of measuring the view. 
Remedy - 'Erase track', followed by re-measurement, 
'erase 	followed by the view heading, 
or 'go-anyway' followed by the next view 
heading. 
(3) Fpu.t light 3 - 'Wrong Data'. Once again there are three 
main instances where this fault could occur:- 
The experiment number in the 'Tape Heading' should be 
01 Me. for the 10 GeV/c K- p film), and the fault 
is produced if this is not so. 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed by correct heading, 
WEED requires increasing frame number from one 'event 
heading' to the next, or if the frame number remains 
the same then the event number must be greater than 
the previous one. The fault occurs as a result of 
these errors. 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed by correct heading. 
On loading the 'view heading', the wrong view number 
has been inserted. 
Remedy - 'Erase view', followed by correct heading. 
(Li.) Fault light L. - 'Overflowt, This fault may occur in two 
places 
(a) In the 'event heading', the topology loaded implies 
that there are either too many tracks ( > 20), or too 
many vertices (>7) in the event. This would not 
normally occur unless the heading had been set up 
incorrectly. 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed by correct heading. 
(b) Whilst measuring a track when an attempt has been made 
to load the sixteenth coordinate. (GEOMETRY places this 
limit of fifteen coordinates.) 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed 1y 'end track' or 
alternatively 'erase track followed by a 
remeasurement of the track. 
(5) Fault light 5 - 'Number of Tracks'. 
(a) If this occurs immediately after the 'end track' charac-
ter then too many tracks have been measured to be con-
sistent with the topology. It may be that the 'end 
track' symbol has been pressed accidentally after the 
remeasured fiducial. 
Remedy - 'Erase fragment', followed by 'end view', 
'erase track' followed by first fiducial re-
measurement, 'erase view' followed by the 'view 
heading' or any of these erases followed by 
f erase event' if it is necessary to change the 
topology. 
(b) Alternatively if the fault occurs at 'end view', then too 
few tracks have been measured. 
Remedy - ' Erase fragment', and then 'erase track' (to 
remove the remeasured fiducial coordinate) 
followed by measurement of the remaining tracks  
etc., 'erase 	followed by measurement of 
the remaining tracks etc., or 'erase view' 
followed by the 'view heading'. Similarly 
'erase ei'ent' may also be ' necessary as in (a). 
(6) Fault light 6 - ' Label error' • The fault may also occur in 
two places. 
(a) Whilst measuring the vertices the correct label has not 
been given after the previous vertex measurement, as 
indicated by the Topology* 
(b) At the end of a track either after pressing the 'Begin-
Comment' symbol, or after the 'end track' symbol. In the 
former case according to the Topology this track should 
not have an end label and in the latter case an end label 
has been omitted. 
Remedy - In both (a) and (b) 'erase fragment', 
followed by the correct label (or none). 
In this case also, other erases such as 
'erase track' or 'erase event' may also be 
necessary to completely remedy the situation. 
(7) Xellow light - 'Continue'. The P.D.P.8 is now ready to 
receive information, and the next fragment may now be Bent. 
In cases where more than one remedy exists then usually the 
least severe erase is tried initially. As pointed out in some 
cases above, other erases are occasionally required once the correct 
remedial action has restored the yellow light. 
The procedure described for the removal of each fault light 
may appear complicated at first sight. However, studying the pro-
cedure for. a few minutes uncovers a logical basis and in fact the 
operators learn very quickly. If in the course of trying to remove 
a fault light the operator presses the wrong erase (or any other 
character) then this will have no effect, and the fault light will 
remain until one of the correct alternatives is used. A condensed 
version of the fault light procedure appears in Appendix II - 
being similar to the document available to the operators. 
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3.8 The On-line Programme 'WEED' 
3.8(1) 	General. This programme was written by Dr. D.J. Candlin 
of the Mathematical Physics Department, Edinburgh University - the 
general scheme being developed in consultation with the author. 
The programme determined the use of the characters discussed in 
Sections 3.2 to 3.6, and also laid down the rules for the measuring 
scheme in the previous section. 
WEED analyzes the data fragments (Bee 3,1) from the measuring 
machine by checking each one in turn and then writing them In 
blocks of 128 words onto Dectape (including the delimeters generated 
by the programme). WEED consists of a mainline programme and 
associated routines - these being called at various points in the 
mainline programme. Control is eventually returned to the mainline 
programme, but the entry point depends on the outcome of the par-
ticular routine( a) called. The more important routines are listed 
below, along with a brief description of their function. 
NEXT - lights the yellow lamp and awaits a character. 
(via SUPERVISOR - Chapter 1). When the character arrives it is 
placed in a location called CHAR for further reference. 
OUT - places characters received from the mainline programme 
packed two to a word (first on the left) in a 'page' of 128 words. 
When this page is full it Is written to Dectape (on Channel 6). 
The pointer to locations in the page is BUFADD, and on exit fran OUT 
indicates the position of the word beyond the last one written. 
An intermediate location OUTBUP is used to store the first one of 
each pair of characters and so, when combined with the second 
character forms the packed word which is passed to OUT. BLOCK 
contains the Dectape block number following the last block written. 
CHECK 	compares the character In CHAR with the character 
in the location following the call and passes control to the second 
or third location after the call if it is diffexit or the same, This 
action therefore has the effect of passing control to the appro-
priate routine depending on the nature of the character. 
ERASE - these routines are explained after the mainline 
programme has been discussed in Section 3.5(11). 
CIT?CLE - provision has been made for the inclusion of this 
routine in WEED, which would attempt to fit points on the track 
first completed to a circle (within allowable errors). The routine 
would return to locations CIT and OFAIL for pass and fail res-
pectively. The GEOMRY pass rates achieved so far indicate that 
this routine may not be required. 
ERROR - called when one of the WEED checks falls, The 
call contains the code for the appropriate fault light to be lit 
(this is output in the data stream, and passed onto the lamp light-
ing subroutine SLAM?), and 5130 parameters which determine the 
erase(s) allowed from this fault. ERROR calls OUT to put all 
subsequent characters up to and including the acceptable erase In 
the output stream. The effect of the acceptable erase is the same 
as outlined In Section 3.8(111) - the erase routines. 
The sequence, beginning from a point where WEED Is satisfied 
with the data up to that point, is then:- 
(a) Call NEXT, and examine the resulting character in CHAR to 
see if it Is an erase (the value of this character has been 
converted into WEED code). If It is an erase, control is 
passed to the erase routines (ERASE), and the character is 
output. The erase routine then calls NEXT, gives control 
back to the mainline programme at the point indicated by 
FRAG and the next character (now in CHAR) 18 examined. It 
the original character in CHAR was not an erase, then the 
coordinate, track or view counters (cc, TO or VC) are up-
dated as appropriate to this fragment. The current value of 
the mainline programme counter is then put In FRAG and OUT 
called to place the character (preceded by a fragment delimiter 
if this character begins a fragment) in the output stream. 
(b) Call any checking routines indicated by the mainline pro-
gramme, and if satisfied return to (a). 
Note that two of the counters mentioned above (cc and TC) contain 
the number of coordinates In the current track or tracks in the 
current view up to and Including the previous one, whilst VC 
contains the number of the current view. Also, the Ferranti 
counter unit generates space, carriage return and line feed charac-
ters within a coordinate sequence (see 2.2(i)), these characters 
are ignored by WEED. 
Each fragment In the output stream is preceded by a delimeter - 
WEED code 107' If the fragment is a coordinate, WEED code 1 0' 
otherwise, The coordinate fragment consists of six 6-bit symbols, 
the first three are the X-coordinate (3 x 6 = 18 bits) in binary 
format and the other three are the Y-coordinate (15 bite expanded 
to 18 bits by an added zero character - see later, 3.8(11)). 
In error mode (i.e. when the previous fragment has caused a 
fault light to be lit) all symbols from the fault number up to and 
including the acceptable erase are placed in the output stream 
without either delimiter separating them from each other or from 
the previous fragment responsible for the fault, An erase received 
in normal mode (when NEXT has control) is also placed in the output 
stream without a delimiter. The permissible fragments are as out-
lined previously in this chapter. 
3.8(1) The Mainline Programme - This follows the flow diagrams 
shown in Figs. 3,4 and 3.5. The character fetched by NEXT is 
examined, by CHECK, and control passed to the appropriate routine. 
For each new fragment FRAG is loaded with the programme counter 
value, so that if erase fragment is encountered the programme can 
jump back. If an erase is encountered, the previous fragment (or 
track, view cr event) can be erased before FRAG is overwritten, 
Alternatively if no erase is detected, the character is stored in 
CHAR whilst the various counters (i.e. coordinate, track and view 
counters) and FRAG are updated. Before passing a character to OUT, 
a sequence is called, which if this character is the first (or only) 
one of a fragment, adds a 'space' (delimiter) character to the 
beginning of CHAR, these two characters are then passed onto OUT. 
One exception to this is if a coordinate sequence is possible for 
this fragment and CHAR contains an octal digit, then the delimiter 
added is '07' 
Mainline WEED acts upon the various fragments In the flow 
diagram (Figs. 3.4 and 3.5) as described below. (See later for 
error exits), 
Tape Reading (TPHD) - Checks the experiment number against the 
pre.'-loaded value (01 for the 10 GeV/o K.. p experiment) and checks 
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if the first digit in the Tape Number (Tape (1)) is zero, if so 
terminates the programme. 
Measurement Heading (MHD) - makes no checks, initializes track, 
and coordinate counter to zero, and view counter to 1. 
Event Heading (EImD) - checks that the frame-event number has 
increased from the previous one (or greater than zero if this is 
the first event since MSHD). Encodes the topology in terms of number 
and type of tracks and vertices. 
View Heading (VwHD) - checks the view counter against the view 
number contained in the transmitted new heading. If F5 is not a 
comment, it fetches the first fiducial and checkathat the coordinate 
is (400,000; tO,OOO), i.e. that the counters have been reset at 
the origin. F6, if not end track, gets the remaining fiduciale 
and checks roughly to within ± (20) counts on each axis 
( 	 L.o) 
of an average value determined from measured values which are sub-
sequently identified by geometry - Fig. 3.6. The purpose of the 
rough check is mainly to ensure that the correct fiducials are 
being measured. when 'end track' is encountered, it is output, 
the coordinate counter is re-set and the track counter incremented. 
At F7 and F8 the vertices and associated comments (labels) 
are obtained and output. For every vertex coordinate received the 
CO is checked against the expected number of vertices (topology), 
and if it exceeds this number, the WRGCH fault lamp Is lit (see 
3.7(vii) for remedy), but If correct the track counter is incre-
mented, the coordinate counter re-set and track measurement begins 
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ensure that too many points have not been measured (not more than 
15). Each of the eleven digits of the coordinate are then checked 
to ensure that they are of octal form, packed two digits to one 
(an extra zero being added to the most significant 
end of the Y-.coordinate), i.e. the coordinate (400 1,000; 40,000) 
becomes (1400,OOO 0110,000) etc.) and preceded by the delimeter 07. 
If any digit is non-octal, a dtii.niy coordinate is constructed with-
out reading any further characters, and WRGCH lamp is lit. The 
coordinate, already packed into characters, is further packed into 
four words and output onto Dectape. 
At F83 a check is made for the track end-label ('C' - 'begin 
comment'). If a label is found it is output and checked against 
the encoded topology. At P84 a check is then made for 'end track' 
and if found, the circle fitting routine CIRCLE is called. If a 
label is not found at P83, a check is still made for 'end track' 
and it found, checks for the absence of an end label on this track. 
A call is then made to CIRCLE and if the track is successful, NEXT 
is called, the track counter incremented and the next track is 
processed, beginning at P82. CIRCLE failure, however, gives rise 
to the BADMS fault light. 
If neither a 'comment' nor an 'end track' has been found at 
P83, then possibly the previous fragment was the remoasuz'ed first 
fiducial, and so a check for 'end view' is made. If an 'end 
view ' is not found, the next track coordinate is fetched. However 
if it is found, a comparison is made between the track counter 
and the encoded topology to see if all the tracks have been 
measured and the remeasured fiducial is checked such that both 
the X and Y coordinates must be within ± 2 counts of the original 
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value. This allowable error of 2 counts was chosen as a result of 
repeated point measurements of the first fiducial - see Fig. 3.7 
- the standard deviation of the X 	measurement, O 	= 1.5 counts,, 
and of the 	Y measurement = 1.4 counts, such that the standard 
deviation for both X 
V F4 
,nd. Y measurements Is 
= 2.1 counts. 
If all three views have not been completed, the next fragment 
is examined to see if it is a 'view heading' and if this is so 
the next view is begun at VWHD (immediately before P5) with the 
view eouflter incremented and the track counter re-set. Alternatively 
If all three views have been completed, control is passed to ENDEV, 
where the view counter is re-set and the programme jumps to P12. 
Here this next fragment is checked for 'measurement heading' or 
'event heading', causing jumps to P2 or P3 respectively. If neither 
examination is passed control is passed to ENIYTP, and then to START. 
The programme is then terminated if Tape (1) In the tape heading 
is found to be zero. 
3.8(111) The Erase Routines. These are entered by a jump from 
NEXT when an erase character is detected (note that NEXT only has 
control in normal mode- as opposed to error mode, and so ERASE 
services erase characters due to the detection of a fault by the 
operator rather than by the programme.) The routine identifies the 
erase character and then jumps to the subroutines ERISEV, ERSVW, 
ERSTK, SHTTK or ERSPR below. 
(a) ERsiV - re-initializes the counters CC and PC and jumps to 
ENIDEV in the mainline programme (where VC Is Initialized. 
-C, ), 
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ERSVW - re-initializes the CC and jumps to ENDVW in the 
mainline programme (where TO is initialized). 
ERSTK - re-initializes the Co part of the mainline programme 
corresponding to the beginning of this track (this position 
is indicated by the contents of a location, TTKFR). 
FRSFR - jumps to the address held in FRA& in the mainline 
programme. 
SHTTK - is ignored in normal mode. 
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CHAPTER L& 
4.1 ME-GEOMETRY DATA HANDLING 
Within the data stream output of WEED is contained all the 
measurement information required by the GEOMETRY programme. How-
ever this information has to be extracted and then arranged in a 
suitable format. The present policy of the Science Research 
Council has made it necessary for the Bubble Chamber group in 
Edinburgh to use the computer facilities offered by an IBM 360/4  
machine in the Department of Natural Philosophy, Glasgow Univer-
sity, for all but very short jobs. Bearing this in mind, then 
several stages of data handling are necessary before the GEOMETRY 
programme can be run on the measured events. 
The 360/44 computer in Glasgow has only two reliable data 
input routes, namely punched cards or 7-track, even parity, IBM 
compatible magnetic tape. The latter was chosen for the measure-
ment data, since it was felt that in the long term this would be 
the most reliable and certainly the least cumbersome route. How-
ever, this alternative did present certain problems, namely that 
at least one intermediate computer system must be used between the 
P.D.P.8 and the 360/44 since between these two machines a common 
output-input device did not exist. 
This problem had been foreseen and so the Edinburgh Regional 
Computing Centre was requested by us to provide at least one IBM 
compatible 7-track tape deck at the time that the IOL 4/75  com-
puter was being ordered. As a result, when the machine plus 
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peripherals was installed, it was possible to feed in data on 
8-track paper tape, and collect output data on 7-track magnetic 
tape. Consequently the complete route of the measurement data is 
as shown in Fig. 14.1. 
14.1(i) .D.P.8 - 360/144 
The data stream output of WEED is played back from Dectape 
onto 8-track paper tape by means of a programme BINWEED - the 
paper tape being produced by a very reliable D..C, high speed 
punch ('\.'SO characters/sec.). Each block of data (256 characters) 
on the Dectape is prefixed by a 'key-word', supplied by WEED, 
which is in fact the octal equivalent of the first four digits of 
the Tape beading (i.e. Tape Number). The programme BINDNEED will 
play-back up to (128)io  blocks (= 1 section) of data under a 
certain key-word, and if more blocks with this key word exist, 
a re-start instruction will continue the play-back. The halt 
and subsequent run-out after 128 blocks (128 x 256 = 32,768 charac-
ters) enables the paper tape to be wound into a convenient size of 
roll (about 2701). The last section of a batch should contain a 
special 'delete' character (all 8 holes in the paper tape punched). 
If it is necessary to list any section of paper tape, this can be 
done by making three alterations to the BINDWEED programme already 
loaded - via the on-line teletype keyboard. The appropriate paper 
tap section is then loaded into the high speed reader, and 
BINDWEED produces a further paper tape in a format suitable for the 
teletype. This tape may then be listed from an off-line teletype 
at leisure. It will be appreciated that listing is a relatively 
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laborious business, and is usually only necessary when trouble-
shooting. The final step at the P.D.P.8 is to make another three 
changes to BINDWEED, 80 that the binary paper tape may be parity 
checked, this saves any hold-ups at a later stage. 
The numbered sections of paper tape in the playback are then 
dispatched to be loaded into the ICL 4/75, after which they are 
processed by a utility programme which effectively copies the 
characters bit-for-bit onto 7-track IBM compatible magnetic tape 
in blocks of 2,000 characters, odd-parity. Note that although 
the paper tape is 8-track, only seven tracks are used by WEED, 
i.e. six tracks for the code and one parity track. The remaining 
track is only used on one occasion, which is for the delete 
character, mentioned above. This character is not 'copied' onto 
magnetic tape, instead it is used by the utility programme to 
generate an even parity tape mark (end of file) such that the 
7-track magnetic tape is correctly terminated. A dump of this 
tape is then obtained, this serves as a rough check that the 
'copying' operation has been successful, since in the dump, each 
block is numbered and so it is easy to calculate how many charac-
ters are on the tape. (This number can then be compared with 
'the number of paper tape sections' x 32,768 = Total no. of 
characters supplied). The magnetic tape is now ready to be taken 
through to Glasgow, where the data may be re-arranged into GEOMETRY 
input format. 
4.2. The Pre-Geometry Programme 'SEiWED' 
This programme, written by the author in the FORTRAN language 
sets up all relevant measurement data from 'WEED' in a format 
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suitable for GEOMETRY input. This format is essentially that 
listed by J.W. Burren and 3, sparrow 	with one or two minor 
changes, and is shown in Appendix III. One difference is that 
Burren & Sparrow show the format required for card image input,, 
whereas in our case it was found to be more convenient to write 
the assembled data to magnetic tape by means of an unformatted 
write statement, the length of each written record being indicated 
by the variable ID]. in Appendix III. 
In order to arrange the data into GEOMETRY input format, 
each character in the data stream is read In turn. The characters 
are tested for identity with the decimal equivalent value in the 
WEED code (Fig. 3.1) as shown by the decision boxes In the flow 
diagram - Figs. 4.2. In order to describe the operation of the 
programme in detail it is convenient to treat it In sections 
similar to those shown In Fig. 14.2 the description should be 
read in conjunction with the listing of the programme in Appendix IV. 
14.2(1) The Initialization Section and Reading of Data 
All arrays, counters, indicators etc, are initially declared 
and set equal to their desired starting values. In order to read 
two thousand characters Into the 360/44, examine each one and 
subsequently perform arithmetic operations on them, a little mani-
pulation is required. Each character In the data stream from the 
7-track magnetic tape is no larger than 6 bits (26 - 1 = 63). Con-
sequently each one of these characters can be stored quite easily 
in one byte of storage space (8 bite) in the 360/44 computer, 
(only the 'right hand' six bits will ever be used). Two independent 
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sets of information must be supplied to the computer in order to do 
this. The first of these is a job control statement which informs 
the computer hardware of the type of data transfer required. Three 
t on-off'parameters concern us in this control statement, namely - 
the parity of the data being read from tape (even or odd), trans-
lation or no translation and conversion or no conversion. The mag-
netic tape is supplied from the 4/75 with odd parity characters, 
and since this option is by default, it need not be specified. 
The translate facility Is made available to change six bit binary 
coded decimal (DOD) characters into the eight bit binary equivalent. 
No translation is required, and is achieved by default. The con-
version facility allows four binary characters from 7 track magnetic 
tape (Li. x 6 = 24 bits) to be written into one word (3 bytes = 3 x 8 
24 bits) of internal storage - an operation peculiar to 7 track 
magnetic tape. This facility is also not required, but In order to 
achieve this, the code INC' must be entered In the job control 
statement - see towards the end of Appendix IV, //s?sOOl etc.). 
The second set of information mentioned above concerns the 
FORTRAN compiler and is communicated by way of a FORMAT statement. 
The 'A' format code is provided in FORTRAN for transmitting data in 
character format, thus using the above control statement, execution 
of a READ statement under Al format control, for example, will 
cause a single character bit pattern from magnetic tape to be copied 
into a designated storage location unchanged. Hence the 2 0 000 
characters of one block of data on the magnetic tape can be deposited 
into 2 9 000 consecutive 1-byte locations of CARD (see Appendix IV, 
statements 2 and 100, lines 67 and 68) by using a 2000 Al format 
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statement. However the 360/144 places a limit of 360A1 on this form 
of data transfer, and so a 250Al format is used repeatedly (8 times) 
to read the complete block. With the data now in CARD (1 - 2,000), 
the manipulation begins, since FORTRAN rules that logical (1-byte) 
variables cannot be used for arithmetic purposes. Line 14 of the 
programme shows the declaration of CARD and BETh' as 2 9 000 and 6 
consecutive 1-byte (logical) locations respectively. The first 
stage of manipulation is to use an EQUIVALENCE statement (line 5) 
which equivalences a two byte integer variable'L' (this is the 
smallest integer format which can be assigned) to part of the array 
BETh, and can be shown di agrama ti cally 
BUF 
BUF(1) 	etc 	 1 
1 	2 	3 	14 	5 	6 
-< L 
i.e, the variable 'L' will contain the contents of the locations 
BUF(5) and BUF(6) since they share the same storage locations. 
Because elements in the arrays CARD and BUF are of the same type 
(i.e. logical, of length 1-byte), they may be equated such that the 
content of one may be 'copied' into the other. Therefore, in order 
that 'L' may have the value of one of the characters in the data 
stream, the statement BUF( 6) = CARD(M) (line 714) is used, 
effectively putting the desired bit pattern in the least significant 
byte of 'L', as required. The index 'M' is initially = 1 for the 
first character in the buffer CARD, and is incremented in order to 
examine the remaining characters in turn. After the 2000th character 
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has been processed 'M' has the value 2001, and a new block of 2000 
characters is read into CARD (lines 66 and 67). In this way, since 
'I' is integer format, each character in the data stream may be 
examined and operated upon by arithmetic statements. The programme 
stops when an end of tape marker (end of file) is read by the READ 
statement (line 67). 
A list and brief description of all counters and indicators 
used in SEEWEED is shown in Fig. 4.3, Reference will be made to 
this list when discussing each section of the programme. 
4,2(11). The Indicator or Flag Section. 
If any of the indicators L7, L15, L16, L17, L18, L19 9 L20, 
L22, L31, L320 L339 L140, L43 1, L45 or L50 are set then control is 
passed to the appropriate part of the programme. The order in which 
the statements appear in the programme is important since more than 
one counter may be set at one time. The uses will be discussed in 
more detail in the part of the programme where the flags are set. 
4.2(111). The View Reading section. 
If 'L' = 20, then the character being read is a 'view heading'. 
The view counter L21 is incremented, the flag L22 is set = 20, and 
the number of accepted vertex and track coordinates (L13) from the 
previous view (if any) are added to L114. The variables L3, L5, L6 9 
Li?, L18 and L19 are zeroed as a safety precaution. The next charac-
ter is read via the statement M = M + 1, GO TO 1 and control is  
passed to statement number 30 in the erase routine as a result of 
L22 being set = 20. This character should normally be decimal 
9 9 10 or 11 (view 1, 2 or 3) since it has been loaded as a digit 
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from the push buttons by the measurer (see Fig, 3.1). It it is a 
fault light, it is ignored and all counters and flags remain set, 
or if It is greater than 11 (normally an erase) then action is 
eventually taken in the erase routine. However, if it is a genuine 
view number, the character following Is investigated to make sure it 
is not an erase or a fault and if this is so the contents of L13 
are no longer required for reference, and so this and L22 are 
re-set to zero. 
4.2(Iy). The End Track SecIon 
The 'end track' code is 24, and the character following this 
is examined via the flag L50 = 1. This character may be a 'track 
shortener' (code 31) in which case the appropriate coordinate 
counters L5, or L3 and L6 depending upon whether it is a track, or 
a set of vertices or fiduclals, which is being shortened. The 
character following this is then examined in the same way. If the 
character following the 'end track' was greater than 28, control is 
passed directly to the erase section. The character could now have 
only two values, 0 or 07, if it Is in the correct context. If 
this is the case, the normal end track routine is executed by in-
creasing the track connter LLI, and depending on this value of L4 
the elements of the arrays indexed by L21 (view counter) and/or 
LLi take on their required values. (Note that at this point 14 = -1 
indicates the end of the fiducial coordinates, Lt. = 0 indicates the 
end of the vertex coordinate and LLI. I indicates the end of the 
LL.th track.) However if the character at this point was neither 0 
or 07, it is investigated further, and the end track operations are 
suspended. 
14.2(v). The Coordinate Section 
The coordinate heading delimeter Is 07, and if 'L' has this 
value, the next six characters are assumed by SEEWEED to be a packed 
XY coordinate. (once again a new block of 2000 characters CSXL be 
read in during the unpacking if M = 2001 9 by way of the indicator 
L16 = 1). In order to facilitate explanation of the unpacking 
procedure it is useful to consider an example. The octal coor-
dinate 6314021, 036722 would appear in the data stream after the 
07 delimeter as the six consecutive octal characters 63/40/21/03/67/22. 
In order to aseei:uble the X-coordinate correctly, the bit pattern 
corresponding to (63)8 is put into BUF( 2) (using L2 = 1 as index 
in the array BUP), similarly (140)8 into BUP(Li), (L2 = 2 etc.), and 
(21) into BUF(6) 9 the remaining BIJF(1) etc, remaining set at zero. 
As a result of the EQUIVALENCE (BUF, IBUF) statement at the be-
ginning of the programme,, then the array BtTh' (six L0GICAL1 bytes) 
contains the same bit pattern as the array IBIJF (three INTEGER *2 
locations) - see illustration:- 
BUF(l) 	BUF(2) 	BUF (3) 1  I3UP(14) 	BuF(5) 1 Bup(6) 
IBTJF(1) 	 IBUF( 2) 	 n3uF( 3) 
Thus IBUF(l) contains (63)80 IBUF(2) contains ( 140)8 and 
IBtJF( ) contains (21)8 . In order to form the decimal equivalent 
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of the octal X-coordinate, therefore, it is necessary to perform the 
following arithmetic - 63 x 8 + 140 x 82 + 21 x 80 
i.e. 	W = 14096 X IBUF(l) + 614 x IBUF(2) + IBUF(3). 
(o.r, the case with decimal arithmetic, if IBUF(].) contained (63) 10 
and it was required to form 630,000 then the operation 63 x 10 
would be necessary). The FQCJIVALENC' statement is required, as 
before, in order to perform the necessary arithmetic in FORTRAN, 
The GEOMETRY programme requires coordinates in centimetres, and so 
the FORTRAN 'FLOAT' subroutine is used which converts W from an 
INTEGER variable into a REAL variable (x). 'X' is then multiplied 
by the conversion factor 2.5 x 10 ('Y', set at the beginning of 
the programme) since one count = 2 	
-'Li. 
microns (2.5 x 10 	cm.) to 
give the decimal X-coordinate in centimetres (z). This value of Z 
is then put into the arrays T000RD (statement 101), V1RT or FID 
depending upon the value of 14 (since 14 is incremented at 'end 
track', then at this point 14 = -2, -1 or 	0 implies fiducial, 
vertex or track coordinate respectively). The 'Y' part of the coor-
dinate is then assembled using a similar method (L2 ) 3). Note that 
the 'Z' values for the Y-coordinate are put into the arrays T000RD, 
VERT or FID by separate statements. However X and Y coordinates 
occupy alternate locations in these arrays as required. The counters 
L5 and L6 are incremented, L2 and L15 set to zero and 1 6' res-
pectively and the next character in the data stiecrni is read. 
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L,2(vi). The Erase Section 
If the character in 'L' is greater than or equal to 26, then 
it is normally an erase 'go anyway' or WEED t1i1r (63)10. If it IS 
a 'go anyway', then the fragment flags L22, L15 1p L17, L18, L19 are 
zeroed, L25 incremented and the next character is read. If it is 
not a 'go anyway', then the character following is investigated by 
putting the current value of 'L'. into L30, and the flag L31 = I. 
causes a return with this next character (now in 'L'), If this 
character is 1 0' or 1 63' (i.e. if not greater than or equal. to 1 
or equal to 63) then the erase has been accepted by WEED, and the 
contents of L30 are put back into 'L', and 'M' decremented by one 
such that 'L' and CARD(M) are back in phase. The nature of the 
erase Is then Investigated at statement number 177. If however 
the character following the initial era3e was not O' or 1 63' 
then this is 'investigated such that if it is another erase or a 
fault then the initial erase is Ignored (the second one will be 
implemented later), or if it is an 07 then WEED accepted the initial 
erase and the latter is then examined. 
At 'erase fragment' (code 27) each of the fragment flags L15, 
L17 0 LiB, L19 9 L22 are examined in order to identify the preceding 
fragment, and the appropriate action taken. If none of these flags 
are raised (this normally should not be the case) 'erase fragment' 
is ignored and the programme continues. 
At 'erase track', action is taken depending upon whether the 
Is the fiduciala, the vertices, or genuine track. 
'Erase view' causes all the array elements corresponding to 
the erased view to be initialized. The coordinate counter per view 
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L13, and L22 are zeroed and the view counter L21 is deoremented 
by one. 
Finally 'erase event' transfers control to the gener4l 
initialization statement, at the beginning of the programme. 
Added to the end of the erase section is part of the view 
heading routine (from statement 30 up to the beginning of the 
heading section). 
4.2(yji). 	The Heading section 
In this section tape headings, measurement headings and event 
headings are interpreted. Consequently if 'L' is equal to 18 or 19 
then twelve characters following this make up a Tape/Measurement 
heading or an event heading. 
At 'event heading', all relevant locations are zeroed, and 
control is returned by the flag L33 = 1, the twelve elements of the 
heading are then read, each one being deoremented by 8 since they 
were loaded from the Ferranti panel during the measuring procedure 
(see Fig.3.1), and then stored in the array EVENT. The quantities 
NCVL and NCTL (the number of charged vertices and tracks respectively) 
are then calculated from the elements of EVENT, since they are 
required as array indices during the processing of the measurement 
data. The flag L19 = 2 is set and enables the next character to be 
investigated. 
If 'L' = 18, i.e. a 'tape heading' or 'measurement heading' 
follows, the initialisation procedure is carried out via the flag 
L32 = 1. The value of the counter Li (0 or 1), determines whether 
or not the following twelve characters are to be interpreted as 
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elements of a 'tape heading' or 'measurement 	respectively. 
The characters are then converted and written into the elements of 
the array TAPE or MA5, in exactly the same manner as for E1TJT, 
described previously, Similarly the flags L17 = 2 or L18 = 2 are 
set, and the character following is examined. 
4,2(yill). Terminator section 
The three remaining terminators 'end view', 'end event' 
and 'end tape' are treated in this section (N.B. 'end track' is 
treated separately - see earlier )4.1(ii)(d)). consequently if the 
value of 'L' lies between 21 and 23 inclusive, the flag L7 = 1 is 
set, the current value of 'L' is temporarily deposited in L8 and the 
following character is examined. If this character is 1 0' or 
then the action appropriate to the terminator (in L8) is taken. 
If L8 = 23 'end view') then the next character is read from 
the data stream, At 'end event' (L8 = 22), the final preparation 
of the data is made before writing onto magnetic tape in G0METRY 
input format. The most significant operation is to stack the 
vertex coordinates in threes (i.e. view 1 1, view 2 and view 3) at 
the end of the track list, i.e. the array VERTEX is inserted at the 
appropriate point into the array T000RD. Since GEOMETRY requires 
increasing frame/event number, and the data used by SEiFD 
occasionally produces a faulty frame-event number greater than 10 8 
(apparently from the data in the Measurement heading), a dummy 
heading is created by SEE?EED using the preceding frame number 
and incrementing the previous event number by one. 7hen all the 
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variables have been formed, control is passed to the write state-
ments, where an unformatted write statement (WRITE(2) etc....) 
produces the GEOMETRY  input record on magnetic tape, and WRITE(6, 123) 
etc. provides an abbreviated form for reference and book—keeping 
on the line—printer. If L8 = 21 9, ENDTP, then the array TAPE and 
the Indicator Li are zeroed, and the next character is read. 
4.2(ix). The Comment Section 
The comment code is 25, and if this Is identified the familiar 
technique of Investigating the following character is employed, 
this time via the flag L20 = 1. (Note that L15 Is zeroed so that 
this flag is not detected first). There are two contexts for a 
comment, namely, prior to 'end track', to imply that the track in 
question terminates at a vertex, or after view heading (or 'event 
heading') to imply that the view (event) was not measurable for some 
reason. Consequently, if the comment symbol is succeeded by 
apace ('o'), then It is an end track symbol and the value -.1 is 
entered into the track end-label array, LLE. (Note L4 is incre-
mented at 'end track' and so the index required for the current 
track is L4 + 1, hence LLE(IA+l, L21) = —1). 
However, if the character following the comment was not an 
erase or a fault (in which case the comment is ignored) then the 
context is taken to be a missing view or event. The character is 
decremented by eight (a code conversion) and stored in the location 
L60. Before acting further, the following character moist also be 
examined and this is done by the flag 1.43 = 1. If this character 
is 1 0' or 10719 then with L21 = 0 (i.e. no view heading has been 
encountered in the event) the context is missing event for the 
reason code in L60, or with L21 4 0 the context is missing view 
L21, for the reason L60. Also the arrays NTT, NRT and NTP are 
filled with dummy quantities to satisfy the GEOMETRY requirements 
when a missing view exists. 
11.2(x). The Vertex Labe]. Section 
The vertex labels are loaded from the push button panel by 
the measurer, digits 8 and 9, and WEED converts these to 16 and 
17 respectively. The quantities 2. or 2 are required in the 
GEOMETRY programme by the array LUMV, to indicate stop vertex or 
scatter vertex respectively. Hence when a vertex label is 
encountered, it is decromented by fifteen and stored in L46. The 
following character is once again examined, using the flag 
L145 = 1, and if it is 1 0' or '07', then the contents of L46 are 
deposited in the appropriate element of LUMV, otherwise the 
character is Ignored. 
4.3 The Measuring Machine Performance 
In order to assess the performance of the Vanguard measuring 
machine (VMM), a direct comparison can be made with other machines, 
using the same GEOMETRY programme. The NEWG version of the 
utherford Laboratory GEOMETRY programme reconstructs the events 
in three dimensional space from the Input data supplied by SEEWEED, 
and creates a GEOMETRY library tape - the format of the latter is 
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described by Burren and Sparrow. 
There are three criteria which can be used for assessing the 
performance of the measuring system - GEOMETRY pass rate, 
XINTMATICS fitting, and Helix fit statistics (5)  (the latter is 
simply a histogram plot of the film measurement error with respect 
to the fitted helix). 
4-3( 1) GEOMETRY Pass Rate 
A sample of ninety four events were measured on the 11MM 
which had previously been measured on the $MP' s in Glasgow. The 
GEOMETRY pass rate indicates the efficiency of the overall system 
rather than on the measurements alone; since mistakes in SEEWEED 
or in the punched paper tape would very often lead to GEOMETRY 
failures. Also a meaningful comparison can only be made when the 
mean track lengths are of the same order. For example by measuring 
only two or three points along each track, very close to the vertex 
a GEOMETRY pass would be almost inevitable. Consequently, if in 
both cases the tracks in the events are measured almost to the end, 
with approximately ten measurements per track, then a sensible 
comparison can be made. These conditions have been roughly satisfied, 
as can be seen from Fig. 4,4, and it will also be seen that the 
performance of the Vanguard compares quite favourably with that of 
the S.YLP. 
4.3(11) Helix Fit Statistics 
Burren and sparrow 	define the film measurement error ('measerr') 
squared 	for each track in terms of the errors on five 
CDc;].i unbcr 
Track of 	7.  
1ti-i c 
Tdarc5 30/ 315 3 
32 °/o 93 	cr:, 11 
ComDarion of GLOETRY pass rates on 	Vanr and 
G..P. 	rnsasuring machin€s - 	 9 vsnts on Roll 013- 
10 GsV/c :(-p Lx'p'riment. (Tvcnt 	of mixed ?opo1oies). 
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quantities calculated from the track measurements supplied for that 
track. A frequency histogram of 	for a particular run of the 
GEOMETRY programme is shown in Fig. 4,5 These plots can be used 
as guide to the measuring accuracy of a measuring machine, when 
compared with similar plots from data produced on other machines. 
Fig. 4.5 shows the plots for three machines, the Vanguard, the 
National, and the S.M.P. "eaeuring machines. Data from the last 
two machines was scaled to represent a histogram plot of 
6 for !i.57 tracks (scaling factor 	/5 was required) so that a direct 
comparison could be made. At first sight the Vanguard looks quite 
superior, but it must be remembered that the data for the Nation.al 
machine corresponds to a totally different run of film (ic - 
Deuterium) and it is known that helix fit statistics are to some 
extent experiment dependent. The S.M.P.'s are known to be a little 
more inaccurate than conventional measuring machines, but of course 
they have the advantage of a much higher measuring rate (/v 25 events/ 
hour compared with the Vanguard rate of "- 5 events/hour on events 
of similar topology). The ninety four test events mentioned earlier 
were measured shortly after the measuring system had become com-
pletely serviceable, and at this point it ia conceivable that the 
operators were being a little more careful than usual. More recent 
statistics are shown in Fig. 4.6 and comparing these with Fig. 4.5(a) 
it can be seen that the mean 'measerr' is slightly greater in the 
former case. However it must be pointed out that these more recent 
events had in general more complicated topologies, and so would be 
correspondingly more difficult to measure. 
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1i,3(iii) Kinematics Fitting 
The final, and in most respects, the most crucial test Is that 
the Kinematics fits produced from measurements on the Vanguard are 
essentially the same as those from other machines. It is difficult 
to envisage how any major disagreement could occur, however it is 
reassuring to demonstrate that a general agreement does exist. 
Kinematic Fits to a sample of ten 3-vertex events collected 
from the 10 GeV/c K - p experiment are shown in Fig. 4.7. It can 
be seen that fits via the Vanguard compare very favourably with 
those from S.M.P. measurements. Discrepancies do exist In that 
one machine achieves a fit whilst the other does not. However 
the fit achieved In these cases is of low probability and when 
these three events in question were examined on the scanning table 
they were found to be either difficult to measure (e.g. extraneous 
tracks obscuring a vertex) or to have one or more 'Vee' vertices 
far removed from the interaction vertex. 
FIG. 	Comparison of unique 7-C fits of events measured on the 
S.M.P. and Vanguard measuring machines. 'No fit' is defined as an 
overall probability of less than 1%. 












33210420 411262 12.5 411262 21.2 
56310341 402023 2.2 J402023 5.4 
56810195 202093 18.8 202093 12,6 
56810198 202203 19.5 202203 34.7 
56810608 No fit 202675 2.7 
56810619 202183 43,7 202183 56.0 
56821465 202183 3.1 No fit 
56821466 No fit - 202133 5.2 
56821670 202133 114.1 202133 20.9 
57121322 202103 2.9 No fit - 
Key to Hypothesis Code Assignment above:- 
Hypothesis No. Final State Particles 
1402023 9tK1 	K 0 	A' 	0 
202093 7, p K 0 	K 0 	K 0 
Iy 
202203 Kp K° 	K0 	K 0 
202675 K 	K K0 	K ° 
L7t+ .+_ 
202183 iKA K 0 
Lp7 
202133 A 	K 0 	K ° - + 
202103 K K 0 	K 0 - 	+ - 
411262 JF p 	-e 
I 	 fl 
5.1 JERODUCTION TO THE Kd EI'ERIME1IT 
A collaboration consisting of representatives from Birmingham, 
Glasgow and Imperial College High Energy- Nuclear Physics groups, was 
formed to study K-meson interactions in a deuterium filled bubble 
chamber. Exposures at the Rutherford High Energy Laboratory of the 
80 cm. Saclay bubble chamber were made at two k--meson beam momenta 
in the period 1966 to 1967. A total of 740,000 pictures were taken 
of which approximately 1400,000 were taken using a beam momentum of 
1.65 ± 0.02 GeV/c and the remainder, using a beam momentum of 
1.145 ± 0.02 GeV/c. Edinburgh joined this collaboration at the be-
ginning of 1967, by which time approximately halt the pictures had 
been taken and film produced after this date was split equally among 
the four laboratories for further analysis • Data extracted from the 
film at each laboratory was made available to all members of the 
collaboration. 
5.2 DATA PRCCESSIN 
The Vanguard Measuring machine did not arrive in Edinburgh 
until almost the end of 1968, and so did not take part in the 1-D 
experiment. The Edinburgh group was completely dependent upon the 
S.M.P. measuring system in Glasgow, and consequently the data pro-
cessing system used had to be compatible with that in operation in 
Glasgow. 
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5.2(1) Procedure  
A scanning region was defined, and corresponded to a 10 x 10 
matrix of the image of the chamber as seen by camera 2- the ceitza1 
camera (Fig. 5.1). The main reasons for choosing these limits were 
as follows:- 
Production vertices in the central region. 
Tracks emanating from this vertex must be sufficiently long 
in order to make several measurements. Also an appreciable length 
of beam track must be visible, in order to eliminate events produced 
by 'off-beam' particles. 
Vertices in the outermost region. 
Tracks from these vertices would invariably be short, and 
because of the finite field of view of each camera would not appear 
on one or other of the remaining views (1 or 3). Also this region 
is not well illuminated, and being near the chamber wall large 
temperature gradients exist in the liquid, the resulting thermals 
producing wavy tracks. 
This was the first bubble ohe.ber experiment in which the 
Edinburgh group had been involved. Consequently it was the res-
ponsibility of the author to construct scanning tables and train 
the scanners. A scanning sheet format was evolved and events lying 
within the scanning region and possessing the required topology were 
recorded. At 1.65 GeV/c, all topologies were accepted, 1hilst at 
1.45 GeV/c topologies 200, S100 (see 5.3(1)), and 001 were omitted. 
Events with a 300 topology were tested against the following criteria:- 
(a) Each of the three tracks leaving the interaction must be 
of minimum bubble density. 
All vertices accepted 
in this re;icn 
Toy vertices accepted 
in this region. 
Th vertices accepted 
in this rcicn 
The scanning region seen super1posed upon the image cf 
view 2.The production vertex of events accepted in the 
scanning procedure must lie within the central region. 
FIG. 5.1 
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The opening angle with respect to the incident beam 
direction must be less than 150 
There must be no visible 'spectator' proton (see 5.3(1)). 
If the criteria (a), (b) and (o) were satisfied then the event 
was treated as a candidate for the TAU decay of the f-meson 
(K'__> x) and the comment TAU entered in the comments field 
of the scan sheet. (An angle of 120 sets an upper limit on the 
opening angle of the pions from a decay in flight of 1.45 GeV/c 
K'-meson • The 150  criterion was therefore selected to allow for 
a margin of error in measurement.) If any criterion was not satis-
fied, then the event was treated as for any other topology. 
Tans provide a knowledge of the total beam length used in the 
experiment. This is a necessary prerequisite for the calculation of 
cross-sections. 
Each scan sheet record consisted of the frame-event number, 
the topology, the grid position on view 2 of each vertex and appro- 
priate comments, if any, to be passed to the measurer. The film was 
subjected to two totally independent scans, scan 1 and scan 2 9 and 
each scan compared. The practice in Glasgow was to punch on punch-
cards (one card per record) the result of scan 1, and on another 
set of cards the results of scan 2. The two scans could then be 
compared by a computer programme (CF8CAN) and indicated on print-
out whether an event was fiound on scan 1 only and no equivalent 
on scan 2 9 scan 2 only and no equivalent on scan 1, or the event 
found on both scans • Unfortunately, in Edinburgh neither card-
punch,nor card-punch operator time was available for this stage, 
and events were compared visually from the two sets of scan sheets, 
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compare scan, and one set of sheets was marked 1, 2 or B in accordance 
with the above scheme. Events which were found only on one scan 
were then investigated by a further 'graduate' physicist scan, 
scan 3, and the likely interpretation made • The records of all events 
classified as B after the compare seen stage and those events accepted 
by scan 3 were then punched onto cards • The format of these cards is 
as shown in Fig. 5.2, and was suitable as input material for the 
programme UPDATE, which stored this scan information in increasing 
frame-event order on IBM magnetic tape called the UPDATE SCAN MASTER 
tape. 
5.2(11) Measuring Procedure 
This phase of the operation was carried out in Glasgow by 
staff employed by the Glasgow group. Binary S.M.P. tapes were 
generated from the UPDATE SCAN MASTER tape for each complete roll 
of film, using a programme POST, such that with the three views of 
the roll mounted on the S,M.P., the measurer was able to receive the 
relevant measuring information from this tape, via an IBM 704  
)fl_jfl5t connection. 
5.2(111) eomety 
As mentioned in Section 4.3 and in Chapter 1, the GEOMETRY 
programme processes information supplied on the input tape, and 
creates a GEOMETRY LIBRARY tape. In addition to this, abbreviated 
line—printer output is produced consisting of frame—event number, 
reduced measurement information and the fault number of failed 
events • (More complete output may be obtained it required.) 
-- 	i_c. CID ro- 
CD  
-4 	5 	)_:fl - 4 Q' S •n _' C '• 	Cn ('.4. 
C;) 
• C.,) —.4 CT) i_ti I" a' 	'a, 




54 i_T' Cfl '-4 C) i-fl 4 C Li iCC - 54 0 
Scan Card Format. 




- 	Event Number 
Topology 
Grid Positions of Producticn,Decay 
and Vee' Vertices.(]'f insufficient 
room ,re -mainder included in Comments 
Not Used 
Relevant Comments 
Consequently at this stage, events which failed GEOMETRY are 
identified and the scan cards for these events are selected. These 
scan cards are then used as input to the UPDATE programme, as before, 
and create an UPDATE RE-MEASURE SCAN MASTER tape. This tape provides 
the S.M,P.'s with the necessary information about the events re-
quiring re-measurement. Remeasured events are then put through 
GEOMETRY separately. 
5.2(iv) Xinematios 
Events Which had been successfully reconstructed by the 
GEOMETRY programme and consequently appeared on either the first 
measure GEOMETRY LIBRARY tape or on the re-measure GEOMETRY LIBRARY 
tape, formed the input to the KINEMATICS programme 6 . This pro-
gramme allows a list of hypotheses to be specified such that each 
event on the library tape may be examined to see if it is a candidate 
for one or more of these hypotheses. Each hypothesis is supplied 
to the programme in the form of a hypothesis number, the more common 
hypothesis numbers in the K'd experiment are listed in Fig. 5.3, 
along with their meaning in terms of the final state particles. 
The KINEMATICS programme attempts to fit to each event one of 
the hypotheses consistent with the topology of the event. At each 
vertex in the event there are four equations to be satisfied - three 
momentum equations (corresponding to momentum conservation in three 
mutually perpendicular directions) and one overall energy equation. 
The validity of each of these conservation laws is tested at each 
vertex, assuming that the tracks correspond to given particles of 
known mass (communicated via the hypothesis number). It less than 
J-rV)flth 	i 	ubor FLnal 	taLe Irti1es 
K 	n p 1001 
101031. K° 	n ID 
L 'Is. 	1L 
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Some common Kd hypothesis assignments. 
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four unknown quantities exist at a vertex, then the system is 
over determined and the hypothesis is tested by the method of 
least squares. A fit is classified as having a certain number of 
constraints by which it is over-determined, e.g. 
IC Fit - all constraint equations are satisfied with known 
(assumed or measured) quantities. 
3C Pit 	one trnlrnowu quantity. An example of such a fit would be 
In the ease where one of the tracks leaving the vertex 
is very short, and hence although the dip and azimuth 
can be obtained, the curvature and hence the momentum 
cannot be determined. 
20 Pit 	two unknown quantities. Two short tracks from the vertex 
would produce a fit of this kind. 
10 Fit 	three unknown quantities. Such fits occur, for example, 
when a neutral particle leaves the vertex and does not 
produce a decay 'Vee'. In this ease the only constraint 
on the fit is the mass of neutral particle (assumed) 
whilst the dip, azimuth and momentum are unknown. 
CC Pit - The fit is not constrained by any measured quantities. 
It is evident that such fits are very unreliable, and in 
addition the quality of the fit is undetermined since 
there are no measured quantities for comparison. 
The fitting procedure is carried out for each vertex in turn, 
the order being determined by the fit sequence specified, and then 
for pairs of vertices. Finally, an overall-fit is carried out for 
the event. 
5.2(v) Gboip1ig of events 
The term 'ohoicing' is used to describe the method by which 
events which have been kinematically fitted are finally selected. 
Any event may fit more than one hypothesis, however it usually happens 
that the particle assignment to one or more tracks differs between 
two hypotheses. The momentum of each track is determined purely 
by its curvature, but as soon as the mass of the particle responsible 
is specified, then this determines the velocity uniquely. By defining 
unit bubble density (cni) as that produced by '& singly charged 
particle of velocity 0 ( = V/c) = 1, then any other track on the 
same photograph created by a singly charged particle of velocity (3' 
would have a bubble density - 1,,,2 (i.e. > unity). 
The print output from the KINEMATICS programme contains a list 
of each fitted hypothesis, and its associated probability. In the 
list each track of the event (numbered according to the order of 
measurement) is assigned a particle code and a bubble density. (The 
value quoted for the bubble density refers to view 2 and is corrected 
for the dip angle of the track.) 
Consequently the fd film was 14th (Bubble Density) scanned and 
hypotheses were initially accepted or rejected on the basis of track 
bubble density. In addition the following criteria had to be 
satiefied- 
10-fits at the production vertex were accepted if the 
probability of the fit was greater than 50/0. 
10-fits at the production vertex were accepted if the 
probability of the fit was greater than 10/0. 
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(a) If an ambiguity arose between 10-fit and a 14C-fit, with 
the above criteria (a) and (b) satisfied, then the 4C-fit was accepted 
as unique. However, one exception to this general rule had to be 
made in the case of ambiguous fits between A 0 and 	0 hypotheses. 
(As a result of the very short lifetime of the E 	 ( 10714 sea), 
the point at Which the decay E 0 > A ° + y took place was always 
close to the production vertex. The subsequent decay of 
A° ' p + 	is observed, however the y is generally undetected 
and so all 	hypotheses at best provide 10-fits at the production 
vertex.) 
00-fits were not accepted. 
An ambiguity between two fits to the same hypothesis can 
arise when the programme interchanges the particles on two tracks and 
manages to obtain a fit in both cases. Occurrences of this nature 
were dealt with by accepting only the highest probability fit. 
(r) In the cases where more than three possibilities still 
remained even after the preceding criteria had been employed, then 
the event was regarded as a no-fit. 
Each event and its associated kinematic properties was labelled 
with its assigned hypothesis number(s) and this information put onto 
the DATA SUMMARY tape (D.S.T.). The programme IIICO performed this 
operation, using Choice Cards as input data and reading from the 
KINEMATICS LIBRARY tape the required kinematic quantities. The 
Choice Card format is as shown in Fig. 5.1. 
The D.S.T. consists of sequential magnetic tape records con-
taming various parameters for each event and in this form it lends 
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Roll -- Frame Number 
Event Nthnber 
1st Fitted Hypothesis Number 
Associated Probability of the 
Fit at the Production Vertex 
(3 dec.. places) 
2nd Fitted Hypothesis Number 
- Associated Probability of the 
Fit at the Production Vertex 
(3 deco places) 
As above for 3rd and fins]. fit 
Choice Card Format 
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SUMX programme has been mounted in Glasgow, and this has been used 
by the author to obtain the data discussed in Chapter 7. 
5.3 -Prgoessing Eciency 
In order to evaluate the cross-section for any interaction, 
many correction factors have to be taken into account. • The Processing 
Efficiency correction is a major effect, but other systematic 
corrections must also be made, e.g. decay biases, beam contamination 
etc. Members of the rd collaboration in Glasgow, Birmingham and 
Imperial College, have worked on the problem of individual channel 
cross-sections and consequently little remained to be done on this 
topic. Each laboratory, however, was responsible for furnishing 
details of its individual processing efficiency. This exercise 
gave the data necessary for the calculation of channel cross-sections, 
but also provided a useful comparison of the performance of each 
laboratory. The latter was very useful at Edinburgh, since we had 
little experience in bubble chamber analysis and it was therefore 
necessary to keep a close watch on the scanning efficiency and the 
scanning rate. 
5.3(1) §ganaing Efficiency 
One peculiarity of a deuterium bubble chamber experiment is the 
fact that two nucleons are available as a target. Data had previously 
been collected on k--nucleon interactions indicating an I = 1 
resonance at " 2100 MeV. The only practicable source of neutrons 
as target particles is in compound nuclei, and the least complicated 
of these is deuterinin. However, in interactions in deuterium where 
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the neutron is struck, then the proton is not involved and can be 
regarded as a 'spectator' to the K --neutron interaction. This latter 
assumption is often referred to as the 'impulie approximation'. 
Consequently, as a result of charge conservation, K-n events appear 
on the scanning table as having an odd number of charged tracks from 
the interaction vertex. However, in addition, the 'spectator' proton 
is often seen as a short dark stopping track from the vertex, and in 
order to record this fact, the conventional topology format is 
"ended, by using the prefix *3 2 in cases where the spectator is seen, 
e.g. 5301 topology implies a K-n interaction where there are three 
charged tracks originating from, and one 'Vee' associated with the 
interaction vertex, and in addition the short spectator track is 
visible (i.e. the track is less than 15 cm, In length). 
It was sufficient to calculate scanning efficiencies for each 
group of topologies shown below, since events with, for example, a 
topology of 110, silo or 210 (similarly 300, 3300 or 400 etc.) are 
treated effectively the same by G'0METRY and KINEMATICS and so suffer 
approximately the same processing efficiency subsequently. The groups 
are:- 
 101, 5101, 201 
 110 0 3110 9 210 
 300, 5300, 400 
(a) 301, S301, 401 
(e) 310, 93109 410 
By assuming that each event belonging to one of the above groups 
has the same probability of being missed, then with the following 
symbols 
= number of events found by Scan 1 
N 	= 	 2 
N 12 = 	to 	both scans, 
NT = Total number of events on the film. 
e1 = efficiency of Scan 1 
e2 	 " 2 
eT 	Total efficiency (combining both scans). 
N1 	S1'IT 
N2 = e2 'IT 
N12 	e1e2 NT 
N1N2 
.. N 	 , 	and the total efficiency 
N12 
N +N -N 
e 	- 2. 	2 	12 (i.e. total number of events seen divided 
T 	 by total number of events on the film). 
Efficiencies were calculated in this way firstly at 1.65 0eV/c 
using all the available film, and secondly at 1.45 GeV/c using every 
3rd roll - the results can be seen in Plgs.5.5(a) and 5.5(b) respectively. 
It is noticeable that the efficiencies are lower on the 1.45 
0ev/c film. This may be due to the fact that not all hypotheses 
were recorded in this case, and consequently there could have been 
a tendency to miss 'Vees' and/or charged decays associated with a 
primary event baying, for example, an 8100 topology (i.e. 8100's 
were not recorded). This fact should possibly be remembered in future 
experiments, that in order to get the most data from film it is better 
to scan for all events and then limit the selection at a later date. 
Also the Edinburgh efficiencies are noticeably better than those 
from Glasgow - this result, however, was achieved at the expense of 
the scanning rate. 
Topology N12 111 n2 .'. No. .'. No, Effi- Effi- Overall Comparison 
Group Number Number Number found by found by ciency ciency scan- values of 
Wand by found by found Scan 1 Scan 2 Scan 1 Scan 2 ning 
both scans Scan 1 by N ] N2 e1 e2 in 
only Scan 2 (N 1 i12+ii2 ) (N 2=N12+n2 ) Glasgow 
only 
101 2818 508 204 3326 3022 0.93 0.85 0.99 0.97 
110 1087 288 110 1375 1197 0.91 0.79 0.98 0.95 
300 12314 174 85 11408 1319 0.94 0.88 0.99 0.96 
310 622 180 91 802 713 0.87 0.78 0.97 0.96 
301 180 43 10 223 190 0.95 0,81 0.99 0.96 
Pig, 
Scanning Efficiencies at 1.65 GeV/c. 
101 2062 260 282 2322 23114 0.89 0.89 0.99 0.97 
110 1239 238 230 1477 1469 0.84 O.84 0.97 0.95 
300 906 132 127 1038 1033 0.88 0.87 0.98 0.96 
310 554 100 116 654 670 0.83 0.85 0.97 0.96 
301 
If 








Scanning Efficiencies at 1.45 GeV/c. 
(N.B. These values for e scanning efficiencies aswne that the 
loss of events in the scanning process is random. 	Other correc- 
tion factors to the observed number of events must also be 
applied for the purpose of calculating channel cross-sections. 
e.g. Geometry and Kinematics Processing efficiency, decay biases, 
bean contamination etc.). 
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5.14 The Deuteron 
The neutron-proton system of the deuteron nucleus can be 
	
described by the wave function •(r) 	U(r)/r, where U(r) 




2 	 (ii 	v(r))U(r) 	0 	 (5.14.1) di' 
= 
zn, = proton mass 
= neutron mass 
E 	= binding energy of the deuteron (= 2.18 MeV) 
- = 
 
Planck's constant/2% = 0.6582 x 10' eV.sec. 
Several forms for the potential well V(r) have been used in 
the past. However, Hulthn 8 stressed the importance of the 
ukawa potential 
V. exp (-ILx') 
V(r) = 	 ( 5.14.2) 
r 
which can be approximated to- 
-v . ' 	0 V (r ) (5.14.3) 
1 - 
where 1 0 1 and 'a' are constants. In this form, an exact 
normalized solution of equation (5.14.1) can be obtained:- 
W 	1 e X' - e f32' 
	
(a.-) j r 
Chew 	verified that this relation agrees well with the exact 
solution or (5.4.2) obtained by numerical integration (better than 
3010 for all values of 'r'). 
The momentum distribution of the nucleons within the Yukawa 
well can be obtained from the Fourier Transform of the Thalthn 
wave-function 
3/2 °° 
= 	 e 
and thus, the probability that one of the nucleons has a momentum 
between 	and 	+ 	is:- 
P()  
For the Hulthn wave-function, equation (5.14.4) thus can be shown 
to be- 





[(p2+M2 )(p2+p2 ) j2 
where 'K' is a normalization constant. Using the values 
CL = 45.7 Me'V/o, 0 a 238 MeV/c, the distribution P(p) is 
shown in Fig. 5.6, This Fermi motion of the nucleons in the 
deuteron causes a spread in the centre of mass energy when deuterium 
nuclei are exposed to a beam of mono-energetic particles. As stated 













1.45 GeV/c and l.65GeV/c - this gave rise to an overall 
centre of sass energy distribution similar to that shown in Pig. 5.7. 
This distribution is weighted with respect to the number of photo-
graphs obtained at each of the two beam momenta. The centre of mass 
energy spread due to the Fermi motion, is approximately 75 Melt/c 










In Chapter 7, evidence for the existence of a Y = 1 di-baryon 
resonance/bound state will be discussed. Such a state can be pre-
dicted from the SU3 classification of elementary particles, being 
in the same decuplet (Tn) as the deuteron. For this reason the 
underlying concepts leading to SU3 and the quark model are intro-
duced at this point. The topic is not treated rigorously, but some 
of the more interesting predictions which can be explained without 
a great deal of mathematics, are discussed. Only results relevant 
to the strong and electromagnetic interactions are mentioned, 
however unitary symmetry has had a great deal of success In pre-
dieting the results of weak Interaction processes. 
Other classification schemes exist in elementary particle 
physics, for example the Regge Trajectory classification, however 
as explained above, unitary symmetry is the most relevant scheme 
to this work. 
6.1 Angular Momentum and Lie Algebra 
A convenient way of introducing unitary groups is to recall 
the commutation relations between the angular momentum operators 
J1 and J5 . 
[' J 
r1J 	
= 	 I 	= 	i. Jx 
etc. 
By forming the operator 
= 
then the following commutation relations exist:- 
[2 , 	= 	[2 j] 	= 	[2, j] 
	
= 	0 	. 	(6.1) 
Since the operator T2 commutes with all the J. 0 there exists a 
complete Bet of states which are simultaneous eigenfunotions of 
and j (fox' example) with eigenva].uen commonly denoted by 3 and 
M respectively. The usual symbolism for these eigenstatea ia- 
i t M > 
If the operators 
=x + i3.,.) 	3... 	= 	- i 1 ) 
are formed then other commutation relations can be written- 
[ 2 , 1 +] = 	[j2, _] = 	0 
lizo +] = 
	'+ 	 11 i z# -] 	= - 
[+, 	= 	 (6.2) 
As a result of these commutation relations of J z with 
and J_, then the operation of J,  for example, onto an eigen-. 
state I it M > gives another eigenstate which is an elgenfunotion 
of 3 and J, and has elgenvalues 3 and M+l respectively. 
The operators J and J_ are therefore called step (or ladder) 
operatorse i.e. 
J ± I it M > = ,JJ(J+i) - M(M2:1) I it M±l> 
By successive operations of the 	and J_ operators, it is 
evident that the (23 + 1) multiplicity of states can be generated 
which all have the same elgenvalue 3, but have different elgen-
values 14 in the range -J M < 3. 
The operators J, J and 3 5 can be regarded as generators 
of infinitesimal rotations, e.ge consider the wave-function $ of 
a system, where J is the s-component of total angular momentum 




produces the state 4' rotated through an angle ' about the z-axie. 
Useful conservation laws can be deduced for physical situations 
from the commutation relations. For example, it the Hamiltonian 
describing a system is invariant under rotations, then this implies 
that the Hamiltonian operator commutes with all three 	4 and 
35 operators of the system. The complete set of 23 + 1 eigen-. 
states are therefore degenerate. However, if the Hamiltonian, H. 
does not commute with all the angular momentum operators, but still 
commutes with j2 and J, then the complete degeneracy is removed. 
For example, H = H0 + KJ5 would be the Hamiltonian describing the 
motion of a spinless charged particle in a spherically symmetric 
field together with a uniform magnetic field in the s-direction. 
In this example, Ho commutes with all the angular momentum 
operators (since it is spherically symmetric and therefore invariant 
under rotation) and K is a constant. It is still possible to 
choose simultaneous eigentunctions of 32 and J, but the resulting 
23 + 1 states are no longer degenerate. Thus the fact that JX 
and J. do not commute with H, removes the degeneracy and provides 
energy levels within the nrultiplet split by an amount K between each 
level. 
We have been considering so far only one multiplet, whose members 
have the same value of 3 but different values of U. At this stage 
then, the matrix elements of all operators between states of different 
multiplets (3 values) vanish. Looking generally at the case of 
angular momentum algebra, the commutator of any two operators is a 
linear combination of the operators of the set - such operators form 
what is known as Lie Algebra. A property of Lie Algebra is that one 
or more operators, similar to 32 in angular momentum, can be formed 
which commute with all the operators of the set - these are known as 
Casimir operators. Also at least one of the operators in the set 
can be chosen to have a diagonal matrix form (c.fe 	and may be 
such that it commutes with other operators of the set. If this group 
of 'n' commuting diagonal operators are collected together, then 
the remaining operators of the set can all be expressed in terms of 
a linearly independent set of step operators (c.f. J and 3j. 
It is evident that in angular momentum n = 1, since there is only 
one operator J, which is of diagonal form, and commutes with nothing 
other than the Casimir operator, 32. The value of 'ii' determines 
the number of multiplets which can be generated by the step operators, 
e.g, it there existed another diagonal operator P5 in angular 
momentum which commuted with 3 0  then two multiplets could be 
generated the first one being the existing mu].tiplet with 
M < 3, and the other generated from 
it IP# 
	= P (P+i) - p (p±l) P, p 1 
1> 
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i.e. states in a multiplet all having the same eigenvalue P, 
but different integer values of p such that -P < p ( P. 
It is evident from the above that the physical properties of 
a system are determined by the commutating properties of the operators 
which describe the system. 
6.2 Bilinear Products of Creation and. ,Annihilation Operators - SU 
The operators ai and ak  are defined as creation and annihila-
tion operators of a particle in a quantum state 'k'. It the par-
tide concerned is a boson, then 
[ak, 81 ] = 	1. 
Commutators involving two different quantum states all vanish. 
Bilinear products of oreation-aznThilatiou operators have the form 
a am, aj a, akam  etc. For the fermions, the bilinear products 
akak or a a vanish as a result of the Pauli exclusion principle. 
By denoting the creation operators for the proton and neutron, 
91P 	n 
anda, and similarly the annihilation operators a. and 
the bilinear products which do not affect the total number of particles 
can be formed- 
and 	an a 
The first product creates a proton and annihilates a neutron, i.ee 
converts a neutron into a proton and similarly an a changes a 
proton into a neutron - these two operators are the step operators 
of I-spin which in this case generate the two members of the proton-
neutron I-spin doublet, and are represented by I and I res-
peotively (c.f, j, 
 j). The other two operators a'a and 
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an an create the same particle as they annihilate, and therefore 
just count the number of protons and neutrons respectively - the 
two operators added together count the number of nucleons. From 
these bilinear products therefore, three operators I, I_ and 
iz o and in addition the baryon number B, can be defined- 
B = aa + aa 
I+ 	aa 
I_ = a a 	
(6.i) 
Iz= (aa-a  an) . 
A Lie Algebra is thus defined similar to angular momentum, since 
the following commutator relations are satisfied (o.i. Eq.(6.2)) 
izo I+ = 	1+, 	 1z,1_ 	= 	-1 
11 	= 	21. +$ - z 
(6.5) 
Also an Operator i2 exists which commutes with all the operators 
of Eq. (6.4). Thus, states of a proton-neutron system can be grouped 
into multiplete having one of the elgenvalues Of i 2 . Each Individual 
member of a multiplet then has a unique elgenvalue of I, say 13 1 
where -I < 13 I. (N.B. The notation In which 13 is the eigen-
value of the operator I will be adopted.) 
The Lie group associated with the algebra of Eq. (6.4) is 
generated by transformations of the form 
+ e(I + 
or 
4" 	= 	U!;r 
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These transformations (and hence the group) are unitary 
(i?u 	= 1) in the two dimensional proton-neutron space 
and special, since Det U = 1. Hence the name, special unitary 
group in two dimensions, 8U2 is adapted. 
In matrix form the operators can be written:- 
1 
= 	
1/, 	 1+ 	= 
. 
and I_ 	= 
1 
These are the Pauli Spin matrices, and if the proton is represented as 
an isotopic spin state 
	
P) = 	() 
the neutron is represented by 
I n >= 	() 
and a general two-component state:-. 
() 	= 	ap> + b I n) 	(a, b constants) 
then the eigonvalues of p and n under the operation of 1 3 are 
+'A and -, i.e. 
r 111 
Iz P> 
= 	• 1 I 1] 	+= 	I iIL. -.'Jo Lo 
	%• i [o1 _[0] 
IzJn>= 1 * -%J Li] 	' 
The ladder operators can also be illustrated:- 
-89- 




) = 	 - I H P> 
i.ee a proton is generated from a neutron. 
The rule of 'charge independence* states that 
'Provided states of similar apace and spin symmetry are 
compared then the strong interaction forces experienced in the 
n-p, p-p, and n-n systems are identical.' 
i.e. The Hamiltonian which describes the strong interaction 
is invariant with respect to rotations in I-spin apace. Just as 
for angular momentum, then, this invariance leads to the conser-
vation of isotopic spin in strong interactions. 
I-spin may be combined in a similar manner to conventional 
spin, e.g. 
= 
i.e. combining two spin systems produces systems with spin 0 and 
spin 1. Examining the multiplicity of each state, it is evident 
that:- , . 
2 ®2 * 	'4 
= 	1+3 
spin 0 spin 
e
i 
If now, the general I-spin doublet q 	() (which has 
baryon number B = 1 and eigenvalues of 13 = +, .-3) is used to 
form a direct product with a new doublet i= () (3 = -1, 






The elements of this tensor have mixed properties under I-spin 
transformations, and it is convenient to reduce it to its component 
representations', i.e, a set of representations which 
transform into themselves and cannot be reduced to a smaller set 
with this property 
1- - 	- 1 	 - - 	 1 I 	 ni I 1 	. 	(pp- 	np I = 	(pp+nn) r i+r - L ' L 1] L " (pp-  -nn )/2 
The first part of this expression represents an I-spin singlet 
.L (p + zn), with I= 1 3 = 0 9 whilst the second part contains 
the triplet I = 1, 1 3 = +1,0,-i with the following identities 
Tap 	 13 = +1 	 c.f. spin if 
	
fDn 13 = -1 	 It 	II 
(pp - nn) , 	13 = 0 	 t1 
(the fi is a necessary normalization factor). 
Note that the eigenva]uee of the Casimir operator, I, determines 
whether the states belong to the singlet (I = o) or the triplet 
(I = 1). This is especially useful to separate the 1 3 = 0 states 
in the above example. These states all have B = 0, and can be 
regarded as transforming in a way similar to the 
masons (singlet and triplet respectively). 
6.3 The GrouD 3U3 
If it is intended to extend group theory to provide a classifi-
cation scheme of elementary particles, then the particles with 
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non-zero strangeness (s) must be included, so that the conservation 
or hyperoharge (Y = S + B) can be expressed as an invariance 
relation. 
SU2 can be extended, therefore, by hypothesising that the three 
component ?ql  (called a 'quark') is invariant to rotations in this 
new hyperspace. Hence 	has the form 
I 	S 
[1 p, 	0 
q 	ml 	where 	n, - 	0 
A A. 	 0-1 
Unlike 8U2, the basic states p and n in 8U3 should not be 
regarded as identical with the proton and neutron, but only as 
analogous with them. Similarly the A -state is not identical with 
the A -1yperon. 
The transformation 
ci 	>q' 	= 	U  
can be achieved it U is a unitary unimodular 3 x 3 matrix 
formed from a linear combination of eight independent generators 
of the group 8U3 (C.f. I, I, i or SU2). These generators may 
be written as shown:- 
2 
Ail
= 	: 4 	: : 	: 
A 	
: 	: 	: 
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2 	 2 	 2 
	
A1 = 1 	. 	. , 	= • 	S 	4 A2 
• •1 r- • •1 
[S 	
S 





3 	I 	1 3 . . , A2 = 	• 	• 	. , A3 = 
U •j H .j H •*J 
- only two of the three diagonal matrices are linearly independent 
since 
4 + 4 	A 0 
The number of linearly independent diagonal matrices which exists 
among the generators, determines the number of conservation laws 
obeyed by the group. The quantum number 1 3 is conserved in strong 
interactions and a diagonal matrix having elements equal to the 13 
eigenvalues of p, n and A can be formed from a linear combination 
of the 4 (1 
S 
- 4) = 
	. 
and this is then the 13 operator. 
The choice of the other independent operator depends on the 
conservation law desired. By takingand calling it the hyper-
charge operator then the eigenvalues of the basic three component 
states (quarks) are- 
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13 	8 	B 	Y 	Q 
P 	 + 	o 4 4 4 
1! 	 1 	1 	1 n 	 72 0 	 - 
A 
.1%. 	 0 	-1 	1 	2 	1- 
where Q. = 13 + 	in proton charge units. 
The reason for choosing these operators is not evident at this stage 
of the discussion, however the choice arises as a result of the fact 
that the baryons can be assigned positions in the irreducible repre-
sentations of the q ® q 0 q product see later. 
The mesons can be accommodated in the representations resulting 
from the B = 0 9 ' 	) q product, with 
13 B Y 
q - I 
H 1 I 3. - 
LA] 	0 - 
2 
and F-, 	- - 	1 Ipp nP AI 
a 	
n
a q®q 	 p = 	In fl a 
I-. 
	RA JUl 
The irreducible representations of this matrix are 
1 
q = 	p+n+) 





A 	fp—n+2 A 
The first term is an I-spin singlet, I = 0 0 whilst the elements 
of the second matrix are made up of eight independent bilinear pro-
ducts, i.e. 3 g) 3 * 1 @ 8. The transformations under 
I-spin of members of the octet are such that the following allocations 
can be made:- 
	
AP9, An 	- 	I-spin doublet 	13 = ± , Y= +1 
npp 	(p-.n), fpn - 	I-spin triplet 	13 = ± 1,0 Y = 0 
A, A 	I-spin doublet 	13 = ± , 	Y = 
If the form of the remaining singlet is chosen as 
.1.. (p + M, - 27A) then in addition to I = 0 0 then Y = 0 also, 
and the nine states generated by 3 .) 3 can be associated with 
the pseudosoalar J P = 07 mesons as shown by the points on a Y - 1 3 
plot (weight diagram):- 
117 	T 







Once again the 13 = 0 states in the octet 	 can 
be separated by their elgenvalues of I (i and 0 respectively). 
A similar assignment can be made to the J = 17 vector mesons 
(K, r etc.) but a slight problem arises with the I = 0 9 Y = 0 
singlets of the octet and the singlet. This is because there are 
two vector mesons having I = 0, Y = 0 (0 and u,) and a difficulty 
arises in deciding which one belongs to the octet and which one 
belongs to the singlet. The answer to this problem is solved by 
an $136 symmetry breaking operator, which requires these 6133 states 
to be a mixture of the 'physical' 0! and (0 particles (see later). 
Mixing occurs in I = 0, Y = 0 state of the pseudosoalar iaesone, 
also, but due to the large difference in mass of the Tj and the 
the mixing is only slight, i.e. the u-state in the octet is mainly 
the physical u° meson (#960/0). 
Considering the qqq combination, it can be shown that this 
produces the following irreducible representations, all with physically 
meaningful quantum numbers 
qq®q al 3303 = 18®6@l0 




and the decuplet accommodates the 	baryon states:- 
13 
This decuplet along with the GeU-Mann - Okubo mass formula 
(see Sect. 6.5(o)), predicted the existence and mass of the now 
famous fl long before it was confirmed by experiment (l964)2). 
6.4 The Octet Model or the Eimhtfold way 
with the discovery of many resonances produced in meson-
baryon interactions it was evident that these new states must arise 
In the representations produced by the coupling of the meson and 
baryon octets. It can be 	 that the multiplets produced 
in such a coupling are- 
8c8 	= 	1®8€83.0®®27 
(the T is the inverse of the 10). Not all the states in these 
multiplets have yet been filled, although some states in all the 
representations have been identified experimentally. 
SU3 coupling predicts the decay decomposition of each state 
in the representation and reaction cross-sections. Thus by observing 
the decay chennels and calculating branching ratios, assignments 
can often be made unambiguously. (Note that 8TJ3 predicted decay 
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channels may often be forbidden by other conservation laws, e.g, 
a decay mode may be impossible energetically). Essentially, these 
predictions are made by considering the U-spin (see Sect. 6.5) and 
I-spin of the parent particle and those of possible decay products. 
The relative contributions are then calculated by applying Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients to the coupling of these spins. 
6.5 2U3 Symetry-BreaXing Effects 
(a) U-SDin 
If the known physical states (particles) were symmetric with 
respect to 61)3, then all the states in the 81)3 multlp].ets would be 
degenerate in energy, i.e, all have the same mass. Therefore it is 
evident that these observed states can be generated by an 8U3-
symmetric Hamiltonian in addition to a perturbation operator which 
is non-symmetric in 8U39 By considering the weight diagrams of 
8U3 it will be shown that these perturbations possess a lesser 
degree of symmetry - namely SU2. 
A review of bow the group 8133 has been generated is useful 
at this stage. It has been possible to assign the quantum numbers 




and 	 '3 	
1(44) 
0 .0- t t 
U-. 
Y 
A:c of yi.ictrj in t 	ct aJ decu.'t 
repeentiitjons of U3 
form the I-spin subgroup SU21 of the SU3 group. (This can be 
verified since they satisfy the commutation relations as in Eq.(6.5)). 
Also, they commute with the 'Y' operator 
Y= 	-A. 
Hence, the group SU3 is formed by the product of two subgroups 
8U2 and the singular group Ul. (the latter corresponding to the 
hyperchaL'ge operator Y). In group theory notation this can be 
written:- 
3t13 	:D su21 ® TJ1 
If the weight diagrams of the octet and decuplet representations, 
for example, are drawn as bounded laminae rather than in lattice 
form (Fig. 6.1) 0, then It is quite evident that another two sets of 
orthogonal axes of symmetry exist in addition to the Y - 1 3 axes, 
and they all necessarily pass through the ocntroid of each repre- 
sentation, i.eo they have a common origin. The -Q-73 axes are the 
Y - 13 axes rotated through 1200 etc. The 8T33 groups must therefore, 
by analogy, be derivable from generators U, tT, U3 and Q. 
Moreover these generators must be contained within the set of 
matrices 4 (1 = 1,3) as linear combinations of the 4. It 
can be shown that the U-spin generators (which form a subgroup 
SU21 of stJ3) are- 
= 	Ag 
U-. 	= 	4 
and 	U3 	= 	(4_A) 
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Also, the (a-operator which commutes with the U-spin operator 




8U3 D SU2u ® UIQ 
By inspection of the weight diagrams It can be seen that the 
members of each U-spin multip].et have the same charge (c.t. I-spin 
urultiplets which have the same hyperohargo.). 
(b) Electi'omanetic Mass Differexloe8 (Baryon Octet) 
From the fact that the U-spin multiplete have the same charge, 
then a direct analogy can be made between I-spin and U-spin, namely 
that since the strong interaction is invariant under I-spin rotations 
and leads to 'Y' conservation, then Q  conservation implies that 
the electromagnetic interaction Is invariant under U-spin rotations. 
Consequently any electromagnetic effect, produced by an electro-
magnetic operator, is a U-spin scalar (i.e* one unique value for 
each U-spin multiplet, similar to the unique I.-values of the I-spin 
mu.ltiplets). Consider this invariant operator to be the electro-
magnetic mass operator, then in the U-spin multiplet Q - +1, the 
	
electromagnetic masses me(p) and m( 	) should be equal (i.e. 
have the same eigenvalue) 
me (p) 	= 	me() 	 S 
For the Q = 0 multlplet 
Me (n)= 	Me ( F-0)= 	m6(A') 
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and for Q=-1 
me(s) 	W 	 me() 
(A' represents the U-spin state in the SU3 representation which is 
a linear combination of the 	and A° physical states, elf* 
the 	and 0 in the pseudosoalar meson octet.) Combining these 
equations 
pn) =e 	 Me  (n)me(E) — me ( 0 ) 
= 	 me(E°) + me (-7-) 
L '—S O .- 
	
\(pn) 	= 	+) — 	.i— ) 
This, the Coleman,-Glashow relation, holds exceedingly well as can be 
seen by Inserting up to date mass values, LHS = -1.29 ± 0.01 MeV, 
RHS = — 1.14 ± 1.2 MeV. 
A relation between the magnetic moments of these baryons can 
also be derived, by assuming the U-spin scalar operator to be the 
magnetic moment operator — once again this relation agrees well with 
experimental values 14 0 
(a) Maas-Splitting between the I-Spin MUltIplots 
In order to explain the large difference in mass between the 
I-spin multiplets, a fifth force of nature is envisaged (the 'medium-
strong interaction') which is a scalar in I-spin (since each I-spin 
multiplet has the same mass, except for the small splitting discussed 
above) and which is a vector in U-spin. It this -medium-strong inter-
action mass splitting operator has different elgenvalues for each 
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U-spin multiplet and an 'equal spacing rule' between these elgenvalues 
is assumed (this is not unreasonable since all previous eigenvalues 
have been assumed to be of this form, e.g. I = 0 0 11, 1:3 ± 3 etc.), 
then for the U-spin 1 triplet states of the baryon octet- 
0 m 	j - m(A') 	= 
m(E1 ° ) + m(n) 	= 
m(A') — m(n) 
2m(AI) 
(6.6) 
The form of the linear combination At can be shown to be 
(— 	
° + 0)5), and so if 'm' represents this mass operator, 
the expectation value is:- 
(_4A0+0m -4A°+°>= jm(A o ) + 
= m(A') . 
Combining this result with Eq. (6.6) leads to the Gell-Mann/ Okubo 
mass formula- 
r 
M M O ) + m() 	= 	m(E0) + 3ni(A°) 	S 
2 
The success of this formula in its agreement with experiment 
converted a large body of opinion In Nuclear Physics towards putting 
faith In St13 and Its predictions. This was reinforced shortly after-
wards with the discovery of the Si, its mass being accurately 
predicted by the equal spacing mass mile of the deouplet (the 'equal 
spacing rule' is a direct result of the fact that there are no 
U-spin double points in the decuplet analogous to the F ° andAo  
in the octet). 
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Relations for the pseudosoalar and vector mesons can also be 
derived, but in these cases the mass appears in quadratic form, 
e.g. for the pseudoacalar mesons (16)  
M(K )2 = 	 + im N ) 2 
6.6 s% 
The three component quark which was discussed in Section 6.3 
has no physical significance in itself. However, a natural step 
from this point would be to assign spin to the quark, since three 
quarks are required to "make" the baryons (spin ) and the baryon 
resonances (spin /2). These are just the spins which can be 
obtained from a combination of three spin particles. Similarly, 
the mesons (spin 0 and 1) can be produced by combining two spin 
particles as required by a 	® q product. The eigenvaluee of 
the six component quark 'q' (and anti-quark 'i') are listed below 
(the notation T implies 'spin up' etc. and J is the 3rd com- 
ponent of spin angular momentum analogous to J.in Section 6.1)o 
13 Y J3 B 
Epti 4 3'2 1 
nt - 9 4 
At 0 -• 4 q = p +%  4 - 1 
- 9 _ 9 
[Ad 0 - 1/2 9 
-1C3 
13 Y J3 B 
3. 
4 1 
0 4 - 1 
- 4 1 - 
+; 4 1 - 
o 4 :i. - 
(a) pjiti-cniark/auark product 
The irreducible 81J6 representations produced from ' ® q 
are:- 
= 	135 
However, further inspection shows that these su6 irreducible 
representations can be broken into several 6113 representations 
having different total spins. (This is a direct result of 
BUG 	J SU3I,Y x 8U23 ). 
Considering firstly all the 36 states in the s116 representatios, 
these can be classified as four nonets, i.e. I. x 9, each xionet 
consisting of an 6U3 singlet and an 6113 octet with total spin, 3 1, 
either 0 or 1. The SU3 representations in the su6 36-plet are thus- 
One SU3 singlet and one SU3 octet 
ft 	 ft St ft 5t 
5S 	 Ii 55 55 ft 	 St 
St 	 55 5? Sf 5? 	 5? 
3=0, 3=O ( it), 
i.e. multiplicity 1. 
J = 1, 3 = +1 ( tT 
3 = 1 0, J = 0 ( 1 	i.e. multi- 
plicity 3 
1, JZ = -1 ( 
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The 8U6 singlet can be identified with the 5113 singlet J = 0 
(above) and the remaining 6U3 representations form the constituents 
of the su6 35-plet. By introducing 8U6 it can be seen that we have 
not destroyed any of the results of 5113 since the octets and singlets 
are still present. In fact we have added to the understanding of 
why each 8U3 multiplet contains bosons of the same spin. 
The ji - w meson mixing was mentioned in Section 6.3, and can 
be explained on the basis of sU6. If the 3113 states (as opposed to 
the physically observed states) are denoted by 00 and wo for the 
spin one singlet and the I = 0 member of the spin one octet res-
pectively, then these two states occur in the same 8U6 multip].et 
(the 35-plet) and have the same spin and I-spin quantum numbers. 
Thus in the absence of any sU6 symmetry-breaking effect, these two 
states should have the same mass. If the mass operator is assumed 
to be scalar with respect to I-spin and 'ordinary' spin, and also 
to be SU3 symmetry breaking, then this operator will have definite 
eigenvaluee Ms and M  representing the masses of the physically 
observed ji and w particles. 
The quark content of the two I-spin singlets generated from 
() q was explained in Section 6.3, and if these states are 
chosen to be the spin 1 antiquark-quark combinations, then it is 
not unreasonable to assign the SU3 states 00 and wo as follows:- 
I = Or  5133 ai1et> = 	= 	(p + En+ AA) 
Ix = 0 , 3113 octet 	=coo= 	(p + Mi - 2j\A) 
Now, remembering that the 	and n' quarks form an I-spin 
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doublet and the A quark is an I-spin singlet (similarly 
and A ), then since the mass operator is assumed to be an 
I-spin scaler, it will separate the AA quarks from 5p and M, 
quarks in mass. Hence a reasonable guess to the form of the physical 
and co particles would be- 
= .2-(p+n) =a so + bco0 
1/7 
Co = 	Au 	= o$ + dw 
where a - d =and b = o =,J 	from the previous equations 
for 00 and wo. The mixing angle 9 -n I is then defined by 
tan t= 	=1= ,j 
This result is in good agreement with the experimental value, 
7) = 	± 1.10 (17) 
(b) ?roduct of. Three Quarks 
The product q 0 q ® q can be shown to give 
6®6®6 = 	2056J7070 0 
The 56-plet turns out to be the most interesting representation 
since this contains two SU3 octets with J = f (i.e. multiplicity = 
2J + i) and four SU3 deoupleta with 3 = /2. Consequently we have 
created the baryon and baryon resonance multiplets of 6113 in addition 
to several other multiplets. Using the notation (N) #J to represent 
an 8113 multiplet of dimension N (e.g. for an octet, N = 8) and total 




(8), 	+ (10), /2 
70 = 	 + (8), 1 
	
+ (8),/2 + (io), 
and 	20 
	
(1), /2 + (8), 
Once again the large 8u6 multipleta contain the familiar STJ3 
multiplets as subgroups. 
Finally, a list of some of the predictions of su6 8 9 and the 
comparison with experimental results is given below- 
(1) The ratio of the magnetic moment of the neutron and proton 
2,3 	The observed value is '\' -0.685. 
A spin dependent form of the Gell-.Mann - Okubo mass formula, 
which agrees well with the observed masses of the particles in the 
baryon octet and decuplet. 
Meson-.bayon interactions in agreement with experiment. 
As a result of the success of the 8u6 classification several 
experiments have been devised to detect the existence of the quark 
in a free state. Most experiments use the integral charge property 
of the quark as a means of identification. Por example, the ionisa-
tion produced in the matter through which a charged particle passes 
is x(charge)2 and xt/(velooity)2. At relativistic velocities 
( v 3r 0.98 x the velocity of light) the ionization becomes independent 
of velocity, and so the quarks should produce either or the 
ionization produced by a singly charged particle at these velocities. 
Experiments have been completed and are in progress, in which tracks 
produced by the ionization of fast particles are being examined in 
emulsions and also in cloud chamber and bubble chamber photographs. 
So far no reliable evidence for the existence of quarks has been found. 
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CHAPTER 7 
An abbreviated form of the contents of this chapter has been 
submitted for publication as a short paper. 
7.1 Introduction 
If, for example, it is known that a certain particle exists 
which decays into two baryons, them by carrying over the ideas of 
the previous chapter it is necessary that this particle should 
occupy a position in one of the irreducible representations pro-
duced from the product of the appropriate baryon representations. 
In SU3, then, a particle which decays Into a proton and a lambda 
hyperon would occupy a position in one of the presentations pro-
duced by the product of two baryon octets (since the proton and 
lambda hyperon occupy positions In the same baryon octet), i.e. 
8®8 = 1 e 88 lOG 10 c 270 
The byperoharge, lye  , (equal to the baryon number, B, plus 
the strangeness, s) and isotopic spins, I, of the state comprising 
the SIJ3 irreducible representations are shown in Fig. 7.1. Only 
one representation, the 10 deouplet, contains a Y = 2, I = 0 
state, corresponding to the deuteron bound state 20)  ir unitary 
symmetry were exact, then the forces binding the deuteron and the 
other nine members of the i (see Fig, 7.2) would be the same, 
i.e. each state would have TP = 1+ and a binding energy, of 
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broken only slightly, then it is reasonable to expect nearly bound 
or resonant states to exist corresponding to the remaining states 
in the 10 representation. 
The y = 1 9 I = I ( EN) 'bound state' concerns this in-
vestigation, since there is evidence to suggest its existence from 
the study of the 'A- p' invariant mass spectrum of the two stage 
reaction: - 
ç K+d 	>jt_ o p e + P> A  
or ç K_ + d 
> A  
(7.1) 
or possibly as a result of both reactions 
7.2 	AReyjew of Pub].icatipns Concerning the Existence of .a 
=.I. 	I = 	, 	 B = 2 	State of MasB around 2130 MeV. 
In an experiment using K -mesons stopping in a deuterium 
bubble chamber Dahl et al, ( 21) in 1961 observed two peaks in the 
kinetic energy spectrum of the final state pion from the reaction:- 
K+d 	> 	A  
One peak, at 147 MeV, can be interpreted as a result of the 
K-meaon interacting directly with the neutron in the deuteron, 
the proton remaining a 'spectator' to produce the A and i. 
However, in order to explain the other peak at 92 MeV, a two stage 
-109- 
process was envisaged, in which the iC-meson interacted with one 
nucleon to produce a E and %, followed by an interaction be-
tween this 	and the spectator nucleon, to produce a A and a 
proton, (i.e. as indicated by Eq. 7.1). Analyses based on this 
two stage model (22 1, 23) indicate that a strong conversion process, 
+ N 	A+ N occurs in the S-state and therefore agrees quali- 
tatively with the placement of a EN system in the 10 decuplet. 
Recently, more evidence of this dibaryon state has been forth-
coming as a result of the study of the A - p invariant mass 
spectrum in iC d interactions at various energies. The first 
report came from dine et al, (24)  in 1968, in which an enhancement 
in the A-. p invariant mass spectrum occurred in the region 
2125 - 2128 MeV, using data from a 400 MeV/c Kd experiment. 
This enhancement was markedly improved in definition (i.e. peak/ 
background ratio) when only events having forward going pious with 
respect to the incident K.-meson were included in the A - p 
invariant mass plot. (The condition required was that 
0.8 	cos 1.0, where 	is the angle between the in- 
cident Kmeson and the produced i- meson in the K d. centre 
of mass - see Fig. 7.3(a)). The effect of this cut on the pion 
angle can be appreciated by considering the first stage of the two 
stage process:-. 
	
K n(p) 	 '. (p) 	i.e. proton spectator 
or iC p(n) 	> 	it (n) 	i.e. neutron spectator. 
With one nucleon as spectator, then, there are effectively 
only two particles in the initial and final states. If a selection 
i'o. 01' 
So 	 (a) Cline ('1,, 
= 1400 
0.8< cos Qc < 10 
Proton 	enu: 	J0 :;v/c. 	20 	fl 
2.120 	20 	2J4C 
(b) 	iexar et il., 1969 , 
910, 1C07 and. 1105 :T/e. 
0.8< coc 	1.0 
' 1 
(e) Tan, 1969. 
:oj 	 1 P1,_ 	0 I.JcV/c. (at rest.) 
 
(d) Our Data, 1970. 
= 1,i5 and 1.65 eV/c. 	2 * 
0.9cosL1.0 
Po to;i oa:tn 	179  








is made on events with forward going pione, then by considering 
Fig. 7.4, it is easy to see that this selection has the effect of 
requiring both the E and the spectator nucleon to move slowly 
backwards in the K d centre of mass, i.e by moving both slowly 
and in the same direction, they are therefore moving very slowly 
relative to one another. Consequently, since their relative velocity 
is small, the cross-section for the second stage of the process:- 
p 
is greatly enhanced. 
Cline also suggests that a selection on forward pions would 
tend to produce a E N bound state (if it exists) in a pure 3 31 
triplet state, similar to that of the deuteron. 
Alexander et i.(25)  in January 1969 published data on the 
A - p enhancement derived from a f d experiment at an in-
cident C momentum of around 1 GeV/c (see Fig. 7.3(b)). Alexander 
concluded that his data and also that of Cline et a].. could be 
explained without the existence of a resonance in the IL - p system. 
The explanation uses a model of the 	 process mentioned 
previously, in which the 'impulse approximation' is used for the 
first stage to generate a 'real' pion, a hyperon 
( 
A or E 
) 
and a 
spectator nucleon - the latter two particles being produced off the 
mass shell by equal amounts. The second stage of the process is 
then assumed to take place between the 	mass shell' hyperon 
and nucleon - the cross section for this reaction over the region 
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(A'resonance' interpretation of the second stage would require a 
rapidly varying cross-section in the centre of mass energy region 
being considered.) 
With this model set-up, it was possible to generate events by 
a Monte Carlo technique, and to observe the effect of applying 
restrictions on the momentum of the final state proton and on the 
pion angle,mentioned earlier. The distributions generated 
by this model are shown by the dotted curves in Fig. 7.5 super-
imposed on the experimental data, (normalised to the peak heights 
in all cases), It is not unreasonable to conclude that this model 
explains, at least qualitatively, the exementbl data of Figs. 
7.3(a) and (b). 
Data from a high statistics experiment involving K a inter-
actions at rest has recently been published by Tan (26) - see Fig. 
7.3(c). 	wo-tel process predictions are not available for this 
K7-momenta (0 MeV/c), but it is evident from the previous des-
cription of the 'two-step' process that the distribution would 
peak slightly below the EN threshold mass, and have a width poss-
ibly less than the dotted curve shown in Fig. 7.5(a). 
Finally, data collected from the interaction of stopping K% 
mesons with the heavy nuclei encountered in nuclear emulsions, 
displays a peak in the A - p invariant mass spectrum between 2100 
MOV and 2120 MeV (P.L. Jain (27)).  The statistics In this experi-
ment are quite low (only ].4 events in the mass region 2100 MeV < 
M( A p) < 2120 MeV) and no error on the peak position is estimated 
It is not unreasonable to assume that the kinematic fitting of 
emulsion tracks is several times more inaccurate than that of 
bubble chamber tracks due to the difficulty in measuring tracks 
w, o 
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From the experimental data discussed up to this point, then 
it is impossible to resolve the effect of a 'two-step' threshold 
process, from that produced by a resonance in the A - p invariant 
mass. 
There is now some evidence to suggest that these two effects 
may be resolved in the A - p invariant mass data derived from the 
1.145 GeV/c and 1.65 GeV/c K d experiment discussed in Chapter 5. 
(See Fig. 7.3(c) and Fig. 7.5(c).) 
7.3 	The Treatmgnt of the Data from Kc. Interactions at 1.45 GeV/c 
and 1.65 0eV/c Incident K-Aoinentp 
The data from this experiment yielded 1,561 events in which all 
the final state particles in the reaction, 
K_ d 	: Api 
were seen (including the decay A 	> p x), i.e. 140 kinematic 
fits at the production vertex (see Chapter 5), without inserted 
spectators. 
I' As was mentioned in Chapter 5, ambiguous it - 	hypothesis 
fits occur between, in this case, K  -. A p x and Kd - ° p 
Both these reactions lead to A P 	as the observed final state 
particles, as a result of the decay a:° 	>A, with a lifetime 
see. (The Y-ray generally goes undetected in deuterium,) 
Fig. 7,6 shows the Y-angular distribution with respect to the E o 
direction of motion in the E o rest frame, for A - E° ambiguous 
Eo 
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see later for this restriction. Genuine Eols decay isotropically, 
and it can be seen that a sharp backward peak exists in the dis-
tribution for these ambiguous events. The backward peak has been 
attributed to A-events being wrongly assigned as E -events - the 
reason for this assumption can be seen by comparing Fig, 7,6 with 
Fig. 7.7, the latter showing the approximate isotropic Y-angular 
distribution for unique E ° p 'z fits. Thus ambiguous 
fits for which -1.0 4 cos 	- 0.8 were selected out, assigned 
as A p t and are included in the sample of 1,561 events mentioned 
previously. 
The Ap invariant mass enhancement at about 2128 MeV was 
first observed by Cline et al. 	 to be strongly correlated with 
small angles 	of the i with respect to the incident K 
direction, in the K d centre of mass - see Section 7.2. This cor-
relation for our data can be seen from Figs, 7.8 and 7.9 - the 
* 
former showing a two-dimensional coincidence plot of cos 	vs. 
Invariant Mass ( A p), and the latter showing the effect on the 
* 
Invariant Mass ( AP) plot of various cos 4K. selections, It can 
be seen that the shape and definition of the enhancement is not 
affected greatly by any particular selection - only the statistics 
are affected. For further analysis it was decided to apply the cut 
cos 	0.9 to our sample, in order that our data should have a 
similar momentum transfer range to the pion as would be the case with 
the cut cos 	? 0.8 as applied by Cline et al. 	and 
Alexander et al. ( 25)
. 
 
Similarly the enhancement is improved by selecting on 'non-
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is produced as a spectator. This can be seen from Figs. 7.10 and 
7.11 - the former showing a two-dimensional coincidence plot of 
proton momentum vs. Invariant Mass ( Ap), and the latter showing 
the effect on the Invariant Mass ( A p) plot of various proton 
momentum selections. 
Finally, in Figs. 7.12, 7.13 and 7.114, the effect of com-
bining various selections on cos QK.,and  proton momentum can be 
seen to produce an asymmetric distribution in the Ap-invariant 
mass spectrum - the position of the peak being at about 2128 MeV, 
74 Analysis of the Observed AD 1n1iangezent 
The purpose of further analysis, was to try to interpret the 
enhancement in terms of confirmation or otherwise of a resonant 
state in the Zip system near EN threshold. The Alexander 
model discussed in Section 7.2 had predicted the shape of the two 
step threshold effect for our data with the cuts of proton momentum 
> 170 MeV/c and cos 	> 0.90. Figs. 7.12, 7.13 and 714 show 
that, in fact, the enhancement is not affected greatly by any par-
ticular combination of selections - consequently our attention was 
confined to those mentioned above, see Fig. 7.13(c), 
Fig. 7.15(a) shows the Alexander mode] prediction (solid curve) 
superimposed on the data. In order to obtain a normalization be-
tween the curve and the data, all the events between 2140 MeV and 
2230 MeV (with the exception of an estimated background of Li. events) 
were assumed to be produced via the two-step process. This section 
of the curve was therefore normalized to these (74) events, and 
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determined the part of the curve between 2100 MeV and 2400 MeV. 
Assuming that the overall enhancement is due to the combined effect 
of a resonance and two-step threshold effect, then it was felt that 
subtracting the Alexander curve from the data, would produce a histo-
gram which oau].d be attributed to the resonance effect alone (Fig. 
7.15(b) ) . This histograxn,between the limits of about 2118 MeV and 
2140 MeV, could then be fitted to a Breit-1igner curve representing 
the resonance. A rigorous fit was not carried out, since many 
assumptions had been made up to this point, and in any case the 
essential features can be seen from a sketched Breit-Vigner type 
of curve (solid curve, Fig. 7.15(b)) - namely that any symmetric 
curve fitted to this histogram would peak at, or in general below, 
the V it threshold with a width at half-height of the order of 
10 MeV. 
Treating the two contributory effects in the spectrum as 
additive, Is not strictly accurate. A better approach is as follows:- 
Assume the cross-section between a F -hyperon and nucleon, 
as a function of energy, E, to be given by 
c3_ 	= 	KIMI 2 
	
(7.2) 
- the term 'M' Is a rapidly varying amplitude with energy of Breit-
Wigner form, i.e. 
Al + IA2 
M 	= 	C + 	 ( 7.3) 
(E..ER) + i72 
where Al, A2 and C are constants 
ER = the value of E at the centre of the Breit-Wigner curve 
F = the width of the Breit-Wigner curve. 
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'K' in 1.j. (7.2) can be regarded as a kinematic 'flux factor' 
reDresenting the probability of producing a suitably orientated 
El hyperon - nucleon pair from the original K  interaction 
(see -;q•  (7.1)). 
The Alexander model assumes that the 	-nucleon amplitude is 
a constant, o', and therefore the cross-section, C. v for the two-
step process alone would be 
=  A 	 K I c'j 2 	 (7.4) 
where 'K' is identical to that in cj • (7.2) 
Dividing Eq. (7.2) by Eq.. (7.4) 9 'K' is eliminated 
- 	1M12 	= 	R(1 + 	E, 	A1A2 )) (7.5) 
- lc'I 
where the function f(E, ERs fl, A1A2) will be essentially zero at 
values of E we].l away from LE.  Making a similar assumption to that 
made previously - namely that all events in the A p-invariant mass 
Plot, Fig. 7.15(a),  having i(Ap) 	2140 MeV arise as background 
or due to the two step process - then the Alexander curve can be 
normalized to these events with the background removed. 
In order to guess the shape of the background, consider Figs. 
7.9(a) and 7.9(d), showing the effect of the cos 	0.90 
selection on the invariant mass plot. The two background effects 
in these plots have been estimated and drawn separately., Fig. 7.16 9  
curves (a) and (b) - the former being almost constant at about 
9 events, whilst the latter is skew in shape having a maximum of 
5 events near to 2070 MeV, and dropping to near zero for 
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A p) > 2170 MeV. 
The effect of removing a background similar in shape to that 
shown in Fig. 7.16(b) from the Ap invariant mass plot, is shown 
in Fig. 7.17( a). The ratio 	cj for this data can then be 
obtained by plotting 'observed number of events I predicted number 
of events (Alexander)', as a function of M( jIp) - this histogram 
is shown in Fig. 7.17(b). 
From the above argument, the departure of this histogram from 
a constant value represents the pure resonance effect, and the five 
parameters R. ER, fl , Al and A2 in Eq.. (7.5) can be fitted to the 
distribution of Fig. 7.17(b). A maximum likelihood fit to this 
distribution gives the peak position at ER = 2126 MeV with a 
width of r= 9 MeV, 
7.5 Concluding Remarks 
From the analysis of the data in the previous section, it is 
evident that there ia 14- 	 o/evidence in favour 
of a resonant state in the A D invariant maRs nectrim. 	1crhf1ir 
below ( '-'-' 2-3 eV) 	+n threshold. Furthermore, forward-backward 
ratios for the A -hyperon in the Ap centre of mass (for the cuts 
cos 	0.9, proton momentum 	170 MeV/c) plotted as a function 
of the Ap-invariant mass, Fig. 7.18, show that near to E 
threshold the A is distributed isotropically, i.e. F - B/F + B 0. 
This is consistent with the decay of a resonance in an S-state, 
Fig. 718 is similar to the results obtained by Cline 
and Alexander et 	25) 
The results of nefs. 24 - 27 are not inconsistent with the 
existence of a resonance, however the KTheam momenta used in these 
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At a later date it may be possible to carry out a 
furt1Cèi study t?  this enhiricement using a K beam: momentum in 
excess of 1165 GeV/c, which should have the effect of incnasing 
the energy separation between the supposed resonance and the 
- peak of the 	 ' Alexander curve. 	i at this time the -understanuang 
'of the two step process had also improved, then it'may be possible 
F 	 y to obtain other useful information, for example from the(-angular 
I distributi'oris of the proton (6L-hyperon).t The two phéAomena 
wuich any overall theory of this enhancement must be able t o 
explain, however, are the constancy of width and position of 
the peak 	aunC2126ieV with varying IC ioment&a (e Fi)7.35) 
0 
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experiments are such that the 'two step'threshold also produces 
a peak in approximately the same position as the proposed resonance, 
and hence the two effects cannot be resolved. 
It must be admitted that our conclusions lean heavily on the 
Alexander model and its prediction of the peak shift of the 'two-
step' effect with increasing K momenta. However, if the model 
is accepted in its entirety, our data in conjunction with that of 
the previously mentioned authors is explained with respect to the 
approximate constancy of the width and position of the peak, by 
the existence of a /ip elastic resonance in the region of 2126 
MeV. 
The obvious place to seek a Ap resonance or EN bound state 
is in hyperon nucleon scattering experiments. The meagre data 
available at present provides only slight evidence in favour of 
such a state near the EN threshold. 
(28) 
If the existence of a resonance at 2126 MeV is accepted, then 
applying an equal spacing rule to the 10 decuplet mentioned in 
Section 7.1, it IS possible to predict a triplet of states at about 
2376 MeV (a bound 	state, decaying possibly into N ) and 
also a quadruplet at about 2626 MeV, appearing possibly as a 
resonance. 'It may soon be possible to examine N 	Invariant mass 
plots in search of the triplet states, however there is effectively 
no data at present available with which to establish the existence 
of a 	resonance. 
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IPENDJX I 
The On-line Measuring Procedure 
Tape (14), Exp No. (2), Mach No. (1), Blank (5) 
= 	Date (2 9 2 1,2), Measurer (2), Roll No. (Li.) 
> Frame No. (14), Event No. (l), Measurement No. (1), Topology (5), 
Blank (i) 
+1 
5 Fiducials, resetting counters on the first 
/ 
Vertices: Primary, St (stop Label), Decay, scatter (Scat Label),Vee 
Primary track from vertex 1 




Decaying or scattered track, C/ followed by 2nd half 
Vee-tracks 
/ 
Re-measure first fiducial 
V(i,e, end view) 
+2 
Views 2 and 3are S 
I 	measured in a similar 






V 	 .1 
E (i.e. end event) restart at 	> Frame No (14) etc.,..., or 
) (i.e. end tape) 	 ) 
Sign off 
= 000000000000 	 J 
-123- 
APPENDIX II 
The Procedure for Removing Fault Lights 
1) Fault light 1 - WROCH 
At (a) Number of fiducials 
Number of vertices 
Number of views 
2) Fault light2 - BALES 
At (a) Fiduciala 	 - 
Circle fit - 
Fiducial refit 	- 
3) Fault light 3 - WRGDT 
At (a) Tape Heading (Exp.No 	- 
(b) Event Heading (Pr.order). 




ERSTK, SHTTK, 00-ANY 




Fault light Li. - OPLOW 
At (a) Event Reading 
Topology => too may tka,verte - ERSFR 
(b) End track (too many pta) 	 ERSFR, ERSTK 
Fault light 5 - NTRAX 
At (a) End track (too many tks) 
(b) End View (too few tks) 	ERSFR, ERSTK, ERSVW 
Fault light 6 - LABEL 
At (a) Vertices 	 ) 
(b) Tracks ERSFR 
Abbreviations: ERSFR (Erase fragment), ERSTK (erase track), 
ERSVW (erase view), SHTTK (shorten track), GO-ANY (Go-anyway). 
-l2Li.- 
APP DIX III 
The Form of the Geometry Input Record 
The general form is:- 
I, (x(J), 3 = 1, I) where 'I' indicates the number 
of data words following - these data words, x(), may be integer 
or bating point, which means that they are written from integer or 
real FORTRAN locations in 8EEWE1D by an unformatted write statement. 
The contents of one record are listed below:- 
101 = 50 + 2 x (NRL -,cFL) + 18 x NC1L, No. of words in record. 
1D2 = 2, signifies Geometry Input data. 
FRAME, roll and frame number. 
EIrENTH, event number on this frame. 
NOSORT = +1, no. track or vertex sorting required. 
MISVW, missing view number, zero if no views missing. 
NRL, 	total number of coordinate pairs measured (tracks and 
vertices) on all three views. 
NCTL, 	total number of charged tracks in the event (i.e. 1 view). 
NCVL, 	total number of charged vertices in the event (i.e. 3. view). 
A charged vertex is one having at least one charged track 
leading to or from it. 
MFASR, measurer a two digit code number. 
MEASM, measuring machine number, one digit. 
NMJAS, measurement number, i.e. 1st measurement, remeasure etc. 
MDAY ) 




r,IFL, 	total number of fiduciale measured on all 3 views. 
NRT (I,), starting location of (x, Y) coordinates of measured 
points on the I-th.traçk of theJ-th view within the 
track and vertex list (see below). 
NTT (1 9 3), total number of points measured on the 3-th view of the 
I-th track. 
LLB (1,3), beginning label of I-th track, J-th view -1 If a vertex 
LLE(I ,3), 	end 	 H 	 'I 	 0 otherwise. 
LLD(I,J), 	direction of I-th track, J-th view, +1 if measured 
in the same direction as that of the particle responsible, 
-.1 if in the opposite direction and '0' if unknown. 
IIMASS (1,3), mass of the particle forming the I-.th track on the 
3-th view, 1 0' if this is not known. 
The order of varying the 1,3 in parentheses is such that the six 
quantities NRT(I,J) to IIMA.s(I,3) inclusive, appear for a particular 
track on view I. followed by the six values for this track on view 2, 
and similarly for view 3. 	Consequently all eighteen values for any 
track appear in adjacent locations within the record followed by the 
appropriate eighteen values for the next track etc., i.e. 3 a 1, 3; 
I = 1, NCTL. 
T000RD(I), the track and vertex list, contains the 'X' and t'jt 
coordinate of measured track points in centimetres. 
'I' goes from I to 2RL and hence the 'X' and the 'Y' 
coordinates of a point appear in adjacent locations. 
The last section of this list contains the coordinates 
of the vertices, all three views of the vertex are 
stored consecutively. 
NTF(I), number of f'iduclals measured on the I-th view (usually 5). 
NRP(I), starting location of (x,Y) fiducial coordinates in the 
fiducial list, I = 1 to 3. 
NRV(I), starting location of (x,Y) vertex coordinates in the 
track and vertex list, I = 1 to 3. 
tJMV(I,3), vertex comments for the I-th vertex on view J. 
no comment = 0, Stop vertex = +1 9 Elastic Scatter = +2. 
-126- 
FID(I), 	the fiducial list, contains the 'X' and 'Y' coordinates 
of the measured fiducials in centimetres. The 'X' and 
'y' coordinates of a point are stored in consecutive 
locations and as a result I goes from 1 to 2NPL. 
NBPCH, 	Batch Number,, usually = +1. 
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APPTDIX IV. 
Listing of the programme 'SEEWEED' 




1 L t 2 C , 3 ) L L P ( 2 	3 	L L L ( 2 C 9 3 ) , . 2 C ,/ C / N P F  
2Ni:(3 ) , 	R1 (2 3 ) 	I it'S( 20 3) 6N.ETcr/1I,N1 	 .1_ 
LVI\/C/, 	tN[/C/ 1 L:N.0 	Y/U/ ; LNTh/C 
, '( I. P / C / , L S / 0 / , F P t V C / C / 
2 	 INGPP2 12,/2CC1!,L7,tU, 	L1L17,L1) t L,L22,LL,L.., 
Li 5,. P12, L 'i 	21 L 23 , I /J'C (32) ,VE S (12 ) U CNI (12 , L ?i / Cl , L2(:/C / 
, L 	ii ic', 	i LI (3) ' 3C / I 0/0/ 	31/C / L3 /L/  
3y,235E.f,,Tcccr 	0CC;rIL(3C),ET(C) ,'EPTiX(LC) 




1 	C.0 10CC 	=i. ,r 
10 :;o iCCL lz17 
I C 	1) 	O 
LLU I 
IT )' 
1 	5C (1 	I I ) 1 
17 1COC NLiI 
'lB 	I.' 	LCC J 	1.j 
1 c 
2(3 	0 C i. r :  
IC 'iC2 	l 
FIC(i )1C 
2 	fC 1 2 C0li;LP 
6. I 	0C3 JlC 
26 	vTTt i 
VER1EX(ii1C 
27 4(.0 CCNT1;J..E 
c. 'CC'i 	i::1,( 
[C iCC 
r', 	• 	V 	¶ 
it i i', ; 
t 	OINT rp 
i1,3 
6 k L I 	L 
I) 0 
35 	CCNTI'.L[ 
/i UC;  





tCF.C1. ' 	PS 	 EPS1Cf\ 3, 	LE'EL 3 	CtI[. 	?C1 ?' 
(. 






L 1 C 
L)3=C 





L 2 1 0 
L22=C 
L 2 :' 
' I s Vt., = C 
N c so R i 
L 
IF 	CL.3::; 	1 	T c 1C 
rr I? 	CC 1 1 C.5 1[ '2C 
2 
1 : C  
 I icc 
5CC: FL'T ( IF 	RE/.i) O.K. 
3.
I 
)CC i 	'. c 
CC iC 2 C C C 
11 1L7CC.i) CC 10 C 
j : ( L I 72 	€fl IL SC _lq
I 	(U 	 I 	CO  
I (t.1J9EC2) CO IC 52 
1F.i5Fc) CC 10 4CC7 
3. F (L2cCC.1) CO IC Y: 
IF (L31CC.1) COIC 17.5 
I CC IC 7 1 C 
TI 1) 	f 	1 
F(L'5.[C.1) CC 10 12 
Il 	(I 	EC2C) GO IC 3C 
1FtL+EC.26) CCTC 12C 
J1L.C-Ti) CC T 	129 
iLLSC ES 	LLC I 
17 I F ( L[ 2C 	CC 7C I 
F s 1 1 N C 
CF i1 IC 
C F F L . 
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I:LEL 4' li 	PS 	 [0S1CN 	L C\.EL 3 	[f 	7C17' 
, 
C 	\li[1. i. EiL'J.\C CCC1VIL 	20 	 - 
R1TE1.iCCC) L,,F - MCF 
1 
	
c3 	C C FC 	F T2 V T 	FR i' r C 	 EI 	II.. 	20 	L 	I I 140 	TO ,TO IC   
1 . 22 
L7 	C 
L.0 C 
C i 	- 
L 1 4 L 1 4 + L 
C 	CCCr•L COLNTEP. H.' 	\ I 
(16 IL =0 
LÀ =-2 
109 	L21 	L2 	1 
1IL21LC.C) L2L= 
102 	 = 
103 Co 1G 
104 	1 	10 t.LNE.24) CC 10 125 
CE '  L' TRA , 	CFCTVAL = 	----------... -------------------------. ---------------- 
105 	PIT(7CC ) 
2o 7CC 3 CC 	I 1 	C 	V T  11- C  
1i7 	22 (;TL( 
W+1 
C ft NE 2CC I) CC IC 2CCC 
110 	L4C.1 




1.1 14. 	2C IF CC IC 10 
C TICV SFC1IT[tE' CfC1F/L - 31 
I:flf1:2fl 	GO TO 23 
CC TO 135 
c1/ 	 IF 	i L'LTC)  
L S Li-i 
ill 	CC TO 22 
Z( )2C COTTL0 





CC TO 22 
Z. 	2 3 c c N T I N C E 
Ii (LCEl) CC TC 3CC 
12 	CC TO 3C 
LZ7 350 i E (C 	C07) CC IC. I C 
i2' 	CC 	I 





= L' 	+ 1. 
J 12 	 I1(L2t.C) L2I1 
( RC1LCTS /N' tPAV oLotEr\i B[IC Lt\CEF1NEC 	i' ZEL INLEX, 
-130- 
frCCEL 44 	PS 	 onsin 3 t 	LE\,EI.. 3 	C/LIE 	701 11. 	 r 
IF 	(1-4.LT1) 	CC 	10 	7 
IF 	(Lzi 	Ci.. 	10 	25 
1.LL(1,L21) = 	- 1 
TPCK 	GP r 	I S 	P L Y S 	r[,SLEO 	P'Cl/P.[ c 
25 1 1 	= 	LI L5 
LLf1Lt?L2! )l 
II?SS(L,L2i) 	C 
(L't,L21 ) 	L5 
L5 	- C 
IF 	(1t'.l) 	7 1 C7 
S IF 	(t.21i) 
7L MT(i.1} 	1 
CL 	TO 	17 
SPECIAL 	WAYS 	[F 	LCCI\G 	NR1(I D J) CEP[-1\CIt\C 	C\ 	IJ 
(.) IF 	(.21-2) 	71,2,71 
711 1 (L4,L1) 	=t\Rf(f\CTL,L1--1) 	+ N,iT(t\CILLLIi) 
GO 	10 	17 
71RT(L',L21) = 	NI1(L.-1L21) •ir1cL'-I421) 
CC 	TO 	17 
7€ IF &IM - 1)  
7 2 iO T(1:2) 	1 
CC 	10 	1' 
7G II 	(1. + 	1) 	S1C 
L 	.t. 
r:sJ 	t r;. 	
LvnJ . 	L. 
L 5C 
C 	TO 	1? 
C CCTINC 
Ti-E 	000R[S 	1-iWO 	E EEN 	\EiTiCES 
L 	= 	L1 	+ 	1-5 
L. 	J 
CC 	!L 	11 
T11S 	IS 	ccCr<:U\riL 	ROLl It\1 	-- ----•-- 
1.25 IF 7) 	CC 	TO 	135 
I T oc 	jcc i , t 	r !cF 
7001 Fc'AT i 11- 	.T2, 	CC R C 	IkRL' .T2C, 'L' vI&1'C 	M 	10 	T 	C RA1-[ 	110 
I. ' 2L42+ I 
- i'+1 
1 	(ImEe2CC1 	CC 	10 	1C 
Lit 	wl 
GO 	11 	2 
;C CCi'TIILE 
L2 	L2 	4 	1 
1- 1 ( 	C 
11- 	(L2L1.) 	CC 	10 	13 
C1J',TIILE 
ELF 	C 	2 	* L-3 	) CRC 	(tb') 
1f 	(2cc) 	CC 	10 
4096JE?LF 	(1) 	4 	61 	c 	IPLF (?) 	4 	I2LF 	(3 
-131- 
, 	VC!" EL A& 	PS 	'[PSlC\ 39 	LEVEL 3 	L 
.I7 	X 	FLCfT () 
I = Y * )( 
	
c 	tS INTEGER 1C REAL CCNEC. -CCCRCV i: 
Do L2 =C. 
19 1 
IS,. 	IF (; 	LE.NCU. I CC T 	i- 
t.'S 	ErESL 157 \-F IC.- UPYW UT 
lb 	LT = IC. 4 1 
L i L5 + 1 
1. 	 1i(L3LE05) CC TC i' 
1F(1-3LE.(NCVL5)) CC 1C 15 
C 	SS 5-FIC5 LS[E 
CC T 	1? 
If- IS IS Ti-C LH '-CCC 
CC1\TItL 
P L,C 2 	L2 ) = C/1C () 
10 	 IF 	L2rI'E3) CL iT C. 
N '096 	IELF (1) + Ui 	IPLF (2) 	Jf (3) 
X 	I L C T ( 
7 = ( * 
C 	IT IS X-CCCL LN5cULE 
IF f L'I 	.CLNCTl. ) CC IC 6. 
NIS RELP SC 1 Si )-F IC 
its 	C C[RT INLE 
1.3 	+ 	). 
Y17 	ii (LLE) Cc TC 11 
IF (L 	.Cr\C'vL 4 5)) CC IC 12 
11 	)C1 rCmf:(2(I1t!2I1)\C'L+(L13C)
4 L5) 4 1)2 
C. 6bs x-CLCC 
2.00 	CC TO ( 
12 VER1 	6 	L3-- 	) -2 	13  
C. 	iSS 5-FIrS I.SFC 
C NS X--VCR1 
2c-2 	CC IC C. 
Z03 
 
15 C C. N I I N L L 
r 	( L3-  
C 	SS 5-IlLS LSCL 
20(, 	CL 1C I. 
Zo7 u: Cf:NTTNLE 
zci5 	8 
C Ni.S V--CCCRL 
= 	- 	I 
cc rc I 
2.11 	. 1 C C N T tNL 
F1C * ( L 2 1 - H •-  
C 	'S X-r-IL 
2Lc CC TC 
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rCEEL PS 	\,ERSIC)\ 	3, 	L::EL 	3 CAlF. 7C1?' 
CCT I NLE 
FIE(1C 	(L21 	- 	 1) 	-- 	2 L3) 
L. I 	PC' 	--  IL 
CC. 	TO 	1 
2J C C 7 1NL31Ec.1) 	CC 	10173 
C L15'á 	INTEPLPT Il-C 	E1ASE 	ROMTNE 	bl tIkE 	7,UTS 	S1EfrLkT 	!U15 
C H 	3ACK 	N 	TF 1: 	Rcu1rr1FihERF 	1'AY 	P0 	Cli CAS 	Lfl<E 	ThIS 	J-ERi 
C . CRASES 	ARE 	LSEC 	CLI 	CF 	F/LLT 	VCC-. 
IF(L5'EC1) 	C-C 	IC 	I2 
C CCI'fr[\I 	;S 	eE1:c.E 	eLi 	IN 	'E1i[ X 	LACEL PCLT!NE 
2() T1(L.NE.C) 	CC 	10 	17 
21 Ll5=C 
£22 
22 CC 	If 	1 
C --S- TFIS 	IS 	I 	El/SE 	RCLTII\E 	— ------------------ •-- -------------- 
2-;?14 , 3 IF 	(L.LT2) 	CC 	IC 	12 
C A 1 	NITT 	N 	ERASE 
26 R1TE(7CC2) 	L),CRM"CF 
22A• 71.02 FCRT1F 	T2, tCS[ 	1F-RL' ,T2C 	i1t Te 	FRAl-C' cilC) 
2.27 ii 	(Le\Ee26} 	CC 	1C 	31 
C AS 	NOT 	A 	CC - p I Y'A' 
22' L25 L25 	+ 




CC 	TU- 	1 
31 CC\1 INL.E 
3'1 L3CL 
C .15 	\LY1 	C}-AlCiEP 	A 	F-LLi 	LICi- T 
(_._ 	T 
C.C..l I NU: E 
L31-C 
iF(L,CE0i,AN1LEe3) 	C 	lD 	176 
7j. )7C CCN1IME 
Z L.VL3C 
CC 	TO 	171 
q- 17 IF 	(L.C-EQ2fl 	CC 	10 	2C 
IF 	R .:C, 7 ) 	 CC 	IC. 	17E 
2±C C 	IrLE 
C IS 	FJ'LL1 	SY IN' eCL 	CR 	A\CT - EP 	ERCLSE 	- 	 iCt\[RE if'M IAL 	ERASE 
c-c 10 	j 
22 177 1F 	(L.!E.27) 	CC 	I 	32 
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JCEFL 	PS 	\iERSICI\ 31 	LE\'EL 3 	CtIF 	7CU1' 
	
c 	kitS N CT ERASE FRCfrEt\T 
253 IF (L1E() CO T 	33 
C 	Fit('FtT IS CCLRC r ,' R 
IF 	Li7.,Ec2) CO. IC c 
IF (L1EC2) CO IC ' 
IF (L1oEQa2) CO 	C S 
C 	L1T 2 S1ATU'E\T' 1\\ES1ICATiFC TitPE/EitS/E\iE1\T 	A F 1kG 
1 	(L22\[2C I CC IC 	5 
ic 	C TRACE CF LitST FitCt"E\i 	- ICT\CRE F/SE 	NC FLLS1 2 
L21 = L21 - I 
Li.3=C 
260 ! 	L22=C 
'JIEk CCLkT[R [ECL'[J'TEC 	I L'/SE ' 	FEAL 	iGk1 
2( f: 	S5 CCN1INL;E 
+ 1 
263 	GC TC i 
Zq ';3 CC\ 1 1NUE 
2 Ins: Li =C 
L17=C 
fr = + 1 




272 	V . i 
CC IC 1 
271i-, 	33 CCNTINL[ 
L15C 
2% 	L3=L3-1 
277' L5 = L5 - 1 
277 
CC IC 1 
2), 	32 IF (L.N&2?) CC it 3' 
kitS NC'fa FRASE TRAC}< 
IF (L.'.EC-2) GO TC EL3 
EPitSE fICS A 	E 
2i2 	If (L!FCG—) ) CC IC 
ERASE \RTS AT 8S 
9, 3 	L5 =C 
ZS'4 = fr f 1 





= V, + I 
211 	CC TC I 
772 CCNT1LE 
L3 = 5 
LitSi iG1 
	
I 	 P 	 ' 	L 	c' ' I L 	7J 
v0. 
7C1c 	 5 
L 	ASS 5 FICS t..SLC 
= v. 1- 1 
2i. 	C-C IC 1 
Z: 3 1 IF (LE2c) CC IC 35 
S NC  ERASE 
2C77 : 	CC áCCC I12C 
L.E(IL2i)C 
301 	LLC( I,L21 )1 
302 1 1'AS (1 ,L21 )=C 
3o 	Nf!.T(IL2I)=C 
(CCC CCt\TI'WE 
305 	CC. 6CCI 	N17 
CLV( I ,L21. )C 
307 6 C C 1 CC\TU'LE 
Sc? 	L13=C 
L 21 	L 2 1 - I 
3ic L-- 2—C 
p 	+ 
CC IC I 
313! 	35 Ii (1..tE.3C) cc ic 36 




Al 	 PUTS ALL LCCS TC U\ITIAL V/LLES Al EPIS[ 
arT 3( IF !LNE1) QC I  
C 	VJS 	F 1tC 	SHCRTENE 
319 CC IC 2C 
3: 	c IFLq.G1sE} CC 10 ICC 
- 	 Sc TC 12 cl 
32) 1CC I 	(LeGlil) CI. IC 11 
c. (1c 
iFL..C(C.C) CC IC 72C 
327 	TFtLC.7) CC In 1?5C 
L;5 T ST;' —; VCR FRCfrT LEL1 	O7,S10E CCCI'E PR Ft.1LC-.S 	-c I1H:—rL'.,c 	r 
CC IC 1351 
CC IC 17 
11 1(1 CC.2? 	A N P 	L LT.1 ) CC T 	131 
33 	L2I=.L-1 













LILI 	PS 	 ':fl.iL\ 	is 	L'), 	 11 	fl1 
CL IC I 
L22O 
L i 	C 
CC T  I 
2 2 C 
L1C 
CC TC 17. 
TNL FCLL A'NC 	E i -EICING 	SCRAiuLES - - - -- - - - - - --- - --- - - - - - -  
IF (L.EC.1C) CC IC 3 E 
IN Li  S iN EvE,T HEAL 
I t' 	LNEiE) CC IC 127 
	
iS NCT A T/JPL/.1EA 	l-1/C 
RI'iE(7CC') L?,FCI- 
FLI":&i(1- , 1 2 , 1 HEC 	RL I  ,12C, I LI, ,18T6C, c:FI ,IiC' 
L32-) 
CC TC 121 




1, 1: 	1L.11) C-C 	IC 33 c 
rci iipç 
1.1 	11 	4- 	). 
EL i I =1 12 
I 
C r E 	c  1) Gt 	ft 
1,2C:C 
= 
ELF H) 	CIRC () 
lJP 	(I) I '- 8 
T IS CCN'IEWYS FC1V 	'C CICE r 	CL/:LE SNIic-S 
C .: 	•i . 
L!IL? 
Ci: 7C 1 
CI 	C 	Ct2 
CC TC 17 
' 	+ 	1 
CC IC 1 
C L. NT I N L E 
[:1 	2 1 =I 	i2 
r 	('Nr2CcI) CC I C 'tLI 
RI- L 1 IC C 	 F 	LIS C ( Ci F C ( ) 	I 	CC C 
I 
c C;\ J. N L 
- ) 
CL- !\ I I N L E 
C F 1- t. 1 r I 
L ) I' 
C F I L I N 
C F IL I N 
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C[.FL 	PS 	 \E - S.CN 3 	LL- - L 3 	E1E 	7C17 1t 
.L-IIJt 
NO 
fr 	I' 	+ 
ii82 
• GO 	TO 	1 
€1 	51 CC 	10 	i0'1 
GO 	TO 	17 
3e6 7  L18C 
• 	77 
GE 	TO 	1. 
3 	- IIOF\T rNLF 
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IS EVEN1 F-LAO 
3o PRINT iCCL 
391 12CC FCRtIT(It- ,tE\IEN13-EC.IRC THRU 	T3,"-, 	V'I8,T8-,'L EcL41.S',15) 
L33=1 
CC 10 121 




3% CC '?C I =i 	16 
IV = IV + I 





1- OZ 1LF (6) 	CC ( 
11-03 	 EErIi 	(I) = L - 
1' 
	
CCf\VER1S PRO f1 CF- 0ME LiClIS IC DECIf'L 
lKx ; C C NT 1 N L C 
FCLLC INC TO KEEP 	TCI- OCR flJFC FCLLLP A S P;CC CCN1 ILITS 
/tcJj 
	 FC -: 	() it 10 	- 7 
FRt'CF -= F P, A " C 1- 4 IVLS (IC) 	10 * 
Ft1.Ci-= FR/frCF4 NE/S 10 - 	5 
+O 
	
Fi:CI= FRr'CE4 frES (12) 	IC 
11-0'? 
	
1-P 1CF= IR,ARCI-4 EVENT (1) -' 1C 	* 3 
q- c 1l'(:I-= FRIVCF 4 E\'I:f\!(2 	10 2 
Ii 
	
FR'CF= FptIVcF-f:v[1(3) ic 
FPH'CI -= FRI1 CF+ EVEJ'1 ('t 
1#3 
	
R I T LE ( (- , /C 1(" ) 1, t' , 
7C1C 1-CRViT(1I- 	T2,'CF-ECK 1 Rd.'E NC 
16 , 1 FR'CI- , I 1C 
A l 	 NC\IL 	= EVE-NT (7) 40-E-NT Vfl 4-  EVEr\r (IC) 	- EVENT (11) + 
If- (NCVL.CT7 ) NCVL7 
PROTECTS /G.AINST AfRi/tCCP CVER1LC'.S ISING FrTS INEE) 
NCTL 	= E\1FNT (9) 4EVEt\T (C) + 2 it EVENT (10) - Eli ENl (ii) + 
Ir(NCTL.GT2C ) NCIL=2C 
- 	PRCTEC1S ,C1iNST APR!Y/LCCP CVERFLCS IS1NG TI - IS IfEEX 
1. AST ONE f-LST CC CI-NG[C ):CR CEL1E RN 
1" 	r',+ 	1 
' -&o 
	
L I cj= 2 
CC IC 1 
w-Q2 
	
52 1F(LeL 	CCR.L.EC.:3) Cc 	c 	C4C 
C 	U 
C F F L 
CF 1- L (N 
F L I (\ 
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CCEL A4 	PS 	\'ERSIC\ 3, 	LEVEL 3 	CflF 	7C17' 
CC IC 17 
7CC L1=C 
CC TC 1 
TER1'INiTCRS FCLLCt FERE --- ----------- - 
, '1-2 71 	127 IF (LGCEO21) CC ic 	s 
CC 	IC 	123 
4,213- 55 IF 	(LLEb23) 	CC 	1C 	':(: 
JO CC 	IC 	12 
43 CC\TIrLE 
L,L32 L7 	=1 
L3) L3 	= 	L 
 tl 	
- 	 I 
CC 	IC 	1 
57 CCNTINIJE 
L? 	=C 
iF(L.CEC,27t\CQL.NE.3) 	CC 	TE 	17 
jC WAS 	ERASE 	IVETICITE 	N EXT 	C1-RtCTER 
IF(L.C-CCR0L,[C3) 	C-C 	I C3 
IT 	tUST 	TI-EREC-CRE 	EE 	A 	Ft(.LT 	S'yN'eCL 
4t•O CC 	TC 	17 
44-1 7C'3 CCi\1IiLE 
PR INT 	14CC, 	, I ,r-PM'CF 
'-#- ,'-3 	1 '1CC FCRV I 1I- '1 EM I/ ICR 1F:RL c i< 	,135, ' ',18, r'n T L IF C 	is' 15,1 6 
1, ' FRHE ,I 1) 
IF (LEC22) CC TC 1 
I C 	 E1L ViN  
IF (L8EC.22) CO IC 	9 
tIS [NE uvEr\T 
446 	 IF (LCcCC.21) CC IC 25 
'C ENE TPE 
ii 	C CCNTI NJ, [- 
4 
4Cf 	 CC TG 1 
LO, 	3(5 L 	= C 
Lf~ 1 CC 3/C r 	1,12 
TAPE (I) = C 
5:C T1-PT 	T 	 LINES 2-3C .r\LEs ii\CTFR TIEFC/C 1 , C CT'rCP T-N 
1CLI'r'Y TFE FCLLC INC RECCRCS A RE ICkCLL 
CC IC l 
3 ?CCCNTINL! 
5 CCNTINLE 
c 	L e I% A S ENE EVENT 
Lli 	L1 	+ L13 
L2' = L2' -'- 1 
£\RL 	L1' 
I4 	 IFNRLOGT,5CC 	NRL=CC 
PPCTLCTS AGf.INi 	P - '/LCCP C[RLCS L S I k 	IF IS I1\EE 
TNRL = 2 * \ R L 
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r•CCEL ' 	PS 	 'ESlCr\ 3, 	LFV[L 3 	C1E 	7C17' 
SNC\ 1 L=o*NC\L 
CL 117 r=i,Sr\CvL 
VERTEX ( I ) = ' E1T ':1 
REt"NtNT CF AN CL[ SEE?EEC 	NET 	CR1f- CFrc INC 
L23 
117 CCNTINUE 
N 	2 	NRL 	1-23 	NC\L 	1 
1< = 2 1<1<1 
EL lEE 	i 	N , K 
TCCCRC I V ER TILE Y (1 	(2 	N R L - L23 	N C V L H 
IEC CCNTINUE 
NR F (1) 	1. 
NRF (2) = N R F (1) 4 	 NIP (1) 
NRF (3) 	NRF (2) NiP (2) 
13C CLNi INUE 
TEM2 = TtPE (1) 	IC 	3 
= TIEC 4 1PE (2) 	1C 	2 
TF - IC 	TI-E/E i- 1PE 13) 1C 
= ThE/C 4 1PE () 
EPN = T/PE ( 5 ) 	1C 
EXPN 	E>P 	4 1FE () 
= TAPE (1) 
= 	'ES () 	1C - 	7 
FP./ML = FRM[ 4 1E.S (1C) 	IC * 
FR/E 	IRM'[ 4 11 E5 (1 1) 1C 	5 
FRME = r -Rff"E 4 tE/S (1 2) 	1C * 
FRArE 	FR All' E + EvET\1 (1) IC * 	3 
= FP'E -f EVENT2) 	1C * 2 
FP.tE = FR/"E 4 EVEN1 (3) IC 
FRI'E = FR 'E i 
ENTI-= EVENT (5) 
I : (CRE NI: FPMCt._) ifrF7ttCh 
C VEN 1 F I, 
USLE IF E'1C I-/S CEEN FCLEO UP CUP INC PPCCESS INC CF EVE'( 
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= 	 (2) 
'CNTh= V E/S (3) 	1C 
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tYER = WE/S (5) ' 1C 
WEAR = NYEAR 4 PEAS f) 
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FRAVE = EFRAPE 
E" CNTh = EVNC 4 1 
PRINT 12C1 
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$06 	IFf'LE.31) CC. IC 12CC 
•V CNTt'ON1h 
5oi 	 EtRYEP. 
t'EASRESR 
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•Six 	C-FRttE = FR/PIE 
• 	 = t'LAY 
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EVt:NT (6) 
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NETCN 1 
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N R V i )=NR V( I - I )+3 
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NCTL1=NCIL+i 
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7: )•53 cLNTrr\LE 
ILl 	5 C i 2 	( N R L 	NFL 	+ I 	NOTL 
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-Z 	12 	J.F(L.NE25) 	CO TO 1'C 
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GO TO 1 
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L 2 C = 0 
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LC:L - C 
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6 L3-C 
IF(LNE,CCR.LNE,fl CC 1C ]3 
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1CC 
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IF(L21 - 1) 1i5,11,1ic 
11NRT(1-21i)I+2(1-1) 
73 	CC IC lii 
3'7 iI 	IF(I-1) 116,11,5 
7z 	116 NR1(L21,I)NRI(L21-1r\C1L)+2N1T(121-i,NCIL) 
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LLtYS CEIfC CCNSILCTEE F CR WISI!\C 	I[ 	CL1J1TIES 
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11 E CCNINL[ 
6'I 	1 14 L2CC 
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4 	112 PRiNT 3.1CL6C 
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CC 	TO 	12 
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12 L45=C 
I1-(LNEC.CRL.N7) 	CC 	IC 	L3 
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VERY 	OFTEN 	LSE[ 	FCR 	FLLSI-ING 	RLEISF 
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CC 	TO 	1 
VR I T E 	RCLT INC 	----------------------------------------------------------------- 
122 1F(L24.CT.1) 	CC 	TC 	1354 
SEEEEC 	PRIN10E 	rr\L' 	Ct\CE 	FOR 	ECF 	TFE 
PRiNT 	2C 
2cc FORNA1' ( 	I CrEGA 	C.NC T CtTE 	REP[/T 	PUSUE[N I S 	- 	NE V 	S[F'YE El 'I 
i2JTE(124) 
124 FCN/T 	I ]H 	cT'i 	' FRNE 	T13, 	'V[-NI 	,T2C , 'TCI 	tT27, 'N1SVvt ,T33, 	•1S 
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hRITE 	(,1231 	FR.' V E 	E V E N I F 	T C P 	I S L'44fr[SR, 	t'[,'Y, 	ftCN1f-, 	W'y[ 
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FRMEOLEC) 	CC 	IC 	7CC 
PTECTS 	A Ct INST 	GECN 	FILL 	P 	C 	ZEPC 	C 	NEC 	FRi1L 	NLCC. 
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4Jr). 	3) 	1 	1 	7 ) 	ft ICC 1) 	1 	1 	10), (F IL C I ) 	1 	11, 	C), (F I C 	I ) 	I =2 1, JC ) 
SNFTCF, (TCCCRL(I) ,I=] ,CC) TES 
4C(,', FOPPAT ('C', I',,2X,IE ,2X, 14 ,2X ,14,2X, I4,2X,ii2X, 14 ,2X, 14 2 2X,I4,2X, 
I 14, 2X, I 	, ?X ,TLi ,2 X , 14 , 2 X,14 	2 X, IL1  /1FC 	q I 	2X , i 	,2X I 1 2 -2Yq i2 t 
21I1 , 1 	14/IC, I 	I 4/11-C, 1 C I 4/1. 'C , 1JI 	/ it- C • IL 14/ 11-C ,1814/ It -C, 15 I!,/ 
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tC[EL 44 	PS 	VERSICt\ 3, 	LL'JEL 3 	L1 	7C17i 
I !NI 
t'Io- 
531 14/11-C , 14/IF    C, 2 1 / 1 I- C 3 1 4 / 1 C , 3 1 4 / 11- C 
, 2 4 / Ii- C 3 	' 	C , 3 
:, ,(,/It  
hF ,1CF1C'i/1F ,1CFIC.4u1 F ,1CF1C4/1F ,1CFIC4/11' 1 1CF1C4/ 
elF ,1CF1Ce4/ 1 F ,1CF1C.411F ,IOF1C.4/1F ,1CF1C'?} - 	1CF1C4/ 
91F ,iOF1C4/It: ,1CF1C.4/1F- ,iCliC4/1F 	1 C F I C 	1 F ICFICo4/ 
1F ,1CF1C4/1F ,iCF1C4/1h ,CF1C.4fl1 -  ,iCFiC4/1F ,1CF1C4/ 
E1I- ,iCF1C4/1F ,ICI1C.';/lF ,1CF1C.4/Ih ,lCF1C4/lF ,1Cf:1Cii/ 
CIF ,1CF1C4/1F ,ICF1C.4/IF ,1CF1C.4/IF ,1CF1C.4/iF ,1CFiC 1 / 
Cii- ,1CF1C4/1F ,1CF1C4i1F ,1CF1C4/1F ,1CF1C'i/iF ,1CF1C.4/ 
[IF ,1CF1C4/1F ,1C1-1C4/1F ,1CF1C4/1F ,lCF1C/lI- ,lCiC4/ 
FIF ,1CF1C4/1F ,1CF1C4/1F ,.lUFlC4/1.F lOF1C04/1F ,lCF1C4/ 
Cii- , iCF1C 4/ - 	icr IC 4/1F 	CF1C4/1.F ,1CFIC .4/ 	, jCF1C4/ 
F1 - 	iCFiC,4/iF ,1LI - IC4iiF 1Cv1C4/IF ,1CF1C.A/1F ,ICF1L.4/ 
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L24-L24--1 
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' 	(3 E1E FLL 	2 
(2 PRINT 41C 
q 	41( 	 SE.EEEL' FCS FEEN 
Ri1E (,I ) 	L24 
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4 10; ENE FILE 2 
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